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Abstract
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) form the backbone of today’s technological and
economic growth. Advances in ICT enabled technologies can be beneficial to the economic development
of different sectors of a society. However, to take full advantage of ICT, availability of high-speed
broadband is critical. Infrastructure development to provide high speed connection has huge upfront cost,
and therefore posit a significant challenge for local governments, who are the primary decision makers
with respect to broadband expansion plans. Scant research is available to measure the impact of
broadband speed on local economies. In a related vein, the explosion in broadband speed enables rapid
data sharing among multiple entities. Despite significant benefits of such data sharing, concerns over
proper data protection are mounting. Legislative frameworks around such data access and protection are
difficult to pass, averaging around 6% success rate over the last 20 years.
This dissertation combines data from state, federal, and commercial sources to develop predictive
models to quantify the impact of bandwidth expansion at a local level. The predictive analysis
demonstrates differing impacts related to town size and local geographies, indicating the necessity to
calculate benefits before implementing bandwidth expansion decisions. A causal analysis using an
instrumental variable approach finds that broadband speed significantly improves a town’s household
income and real estate development. Turning to the legislative action, analysis of U.S. Congressional bills
shows that legislation addressing data protection and associated ICT issues may take several attempts and
more than two years to pass. The study also finds that the textual information in bills augments traditional
metadata in determining the key influential factors of such legislative success. Overall, to the best of my
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knowledge, this study is the first to provide significant insights to decision makers for ICT investment at
local level, and legislative success factors for ICT related bills at the national level. These issues greatly
affect technology availability and associated regulatory framework in different sectors of the society, and
impact both personal lives and markets.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been recognized as
an important and growing driver for economic growth, job creation, digital innovation, and other
measures (Global Information Technology Report, 2016). The increased digitization of almost all sectors
of society has increased internet and web access rapidly across the world, making broadband internet
an integral part of our daily lives (Grubesic and Murray, 2004). The growing usage of internet is
compelling governments to develop effective strategies for connecting their citizens, businesses, and
institutions with ultra-high-speed broadband connections. This explosion in high speed broadband enables
data sharing among multiple entities across geographies, easy connectivity of internet of things (IoT)
devices, easy capture of data and tracking individuals over the web (Cory, 2017). Today’s digital society
increasingly relies on data for its day to day operations. Despite significant benefits to companies,
consumers, and national economies, the ultra-high-speed connectivity that enables these activities comes
with significant upfront costs in terms of new infrastructure development or upgrading existing ones.
Therefore, a rigorous analysis is required in every jurisdiction to understand the economic benefits to
offset the costs, before these extremely expensive broadband infrastructure decisions are implemented.
In a related vein, an overwhelming usage of internet and e-commerce in current society has led to
massive data collection and sharing practices. The more information is exchanged, the greater the risk of
loss and misuse of information (Global Information Technology Report, 2016). So, with the explosion of
high-speed internet, data protection becomes an important element of concern, where regulations are
necessary for data security, privacy, governance, cross-border data flow, copyright protection, and related
development to help markets thrive with a formal structure. However, passing legislation has significant
hurdles (Fowler, 2000), especially for such data protection actions.
This thesis takes an in-depth look in investigating these two interrelated problems:

i)

understand the economic impact of broadband speed on society; and
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ii)

investigate the success factors of passing legislation on high-speed broadband enabled
data protection and associated issues.

Overall, my study provides important insights on how technology affects the market and society
by analyzing from both economic and legislative perspectives.
For the problem (i), discussed above, I focus on local town level and analyze how broadband
speed increase impacts a town’s local economic conditions. In many countries, including U.S., broadband
expansion decisions are made at local level (Grubesic, 2016). Currently, there are few, if any, formal
analyses done at local level to help communities make informed decisions on investments in internet and
bandwidth expansion. Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) is an exciting development in ICT sector that
promises to bring fast internet to local communities and is aggressively marketed to and investigated by
various local and statewide planning bodies. Though, it is widely believed that fiber network installations
can lead to local economic improvement and growth, the benefits of increased broadband speed to local
economic growth has not been empirically tested. And, this fiber optic infrastructure development
involves significant upfront costs. For example, Verizon’s estimated cost to implement its FTTH network
in U.S. was approximately 18 times higher than DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) upgrade (Kenny and
Kenny, 2011). Therefore, a thorough analysis at a local town level is required to help make effective
policies regarding broadband speed enhancement decisions. Hence, in this study, with a local community
focus, I concentrate entirely on the economic benefits of broadband infrastructure development. An
enhanced understanding of benefit enables town managers to weigh against the costs of broadband
enhancements determined by internet providers in conjunction with state and/or federal policymakers.
Problem (ii) focuses on understanding the success factors of the legislative process, as it pertains
to data protection, security, privacy, copyright, and related infrastructure development matters, and ICT
issues overall. The term ICT broadly refers to the storage, retrieval, transmission, and protection of digital
data (Svantesson and Greenstein, 2012). All of these issues are highly salient in current policy
discussions, as almost all sectors of the economy are transforming and adapting to the emerging digital
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society. As such, many legislative bills targeting different sectors of the society, including education,
healthcare, technology, defense, and transportation, prominently contain these ICT related provisions (for
example, Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act -HIPAA).
Although they have a high impact on society, ICT related legislations are rarely successful, and have a
less than 7% chance of passing. Though a significant amount of work exists related to ICT policies
(Reinicke and Ward 2013; Adjerid et al. 2015), scant analysis available investigating underlying
influencers of ICT legislative process. The complexity of the law-making procedure also requires analysis
from multiple perspectives and levels. Therefore, in this study, I take a deep dive in the legislation process
that addresses ICT issues, to provide significant insights to decision makers and participants in various
industries, special interest groups, and social organizations that are interested in successfully shepherding
ICT related legislations in different sectors of the society.
Overall, problems (i) and (ii) and associated issues are summarized in four separate but related
chapters in this dissertation and are described below.
In chapter 2, I develop and present a framework to combine data from state, federal and
commercial sources that are later used to develop models in chapter 3 to quantify the impacts of highspeed broadband on individual towns and communities. Elements of the broadband data were originally
collected by different agencies for their own reporting purposes, and were available at different levels of
granularity. Some data were reported at a granular census block level, some at the more aggregated
census tract level, and some at the even more highly aggregated town level. This is a common issue in
data integration that is faced by many researchers. Integrating and combining data from various levels to
my desired local town level involved important and non-trivial operations. These can be beneficial to
future researchers and policymakers. I detail my data integration process in chapter 2 to explain my
approach, and also provide a blueprint to aid future researchers and decision makers to prepare data for
their specific needs.
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Chapter 3 focuses on quantifying the benefit of broadband speed at local municipality level using
broadband data from chapter 2 along with other economic and demographic conditions of towns. Local
governments are currently analyzing options to develop FTTH implementation plans in their
communities, however they need to do their own cost-benefit analysis before committing to the huge and
long-term expenses to implement the decision. In this research, I develop predictive models to analyze
and quantify the impact of increased internet bandwidth on local economic growth. For example, if a
town’s current download speed = 25 Mbps and upload speed = 5 Mbps, my methodology provides a
template to quantify the economic benefits if speed increases to download = 50 Mbps and upload = 15
Mbps, or increases to download = 100 Mbps and upload = 25 Mbps. My results show that broadband
speed increase has differing impacts on local towns, based on the town size. Locational and demographic
characteristics are found to be very important to take advantage of such speed increase. My methodology
also identifies towns that benefit significantly from speed increases so that planners can prioritize
broadband rollout. The data-driven predictive modeling technique outlined in this chapter is the first, to
my knowledge, which helps in making normative judgments on broadband infrastructure investment
decision at local level.
The 4th chapter is a deep analysis that focuses on the causal impact of broadband speed increase
and local economic growth. From chapter 3, I found that towns, overall, can improve their economic
conditions through bandwidth expansion. My goal here is to investigate whether broadband speed drives
income improvement, or whether wealthy towns attract higher broadband speeds. Though past research
efforts have demonstrated a significant effect of broadband (in terms of broadband penetration - Shideler,
Badasyan, and Taylor, 2007; Jayakar and Park, 2013 and speed, Rohman and Bohlin, 2012; Kongaut and
Bohlin, 2014) on the economy, little research exists investigating the direction of causation. My causal
analysis using an instrumental variable approach strongly suggests that broadband speed is a significant
driver of local economic growth, in terms of increase in median household income and real
estate/development expansion. The estimation results show that a 1% increase in broadband speed would
cause household income to rise by 0.113% and housing permits by 0.036%. Insights from my work help
4
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researchers and town managers to derive a clearer understanding of the linkage between broadband speed
enhancement and local economic improvement (and related investments in FTTH).
The next chapter (chapter 5) concentrates on providing significant insights on the legislative
process for ICT related issues. As discussed previously, ICT enabled technologies have permeated almost
all sectors of the current digitalized society. Therefore, successful passage of an ICT legislation has
spillover effects on initiatives in other sectors of society and markets, including healthcare, education,
transport, and defense. Hence, a proper understanding of the influential factors for ICT legislative success
is extremely important to develop and nurture a thriving market with a proper regulatory framework. The
low success probability (<7%) of ICT legislation also points to the importance of analyzing key
determinants of such legislation success. My data-driven analysis on U.S. Congressional bills reveals that
an ICT legislation goes through several attempts (average 6 times) before being successful, and the
process may take more than two years (the span of a Congress). My results also reveal that textual part of
the bills contains significant information to aid in passing a legislation that is not part of the normal
metadata associated with a bill. The text mining methodology developed in this study presents a novel
“section based similarity measure” that can be extended to other domains. The legislative insights from
chapter 5 are critically important for stakeholders including citizens, special interest groups, lobbyists,
and industry leaders to successfully plan and guide their legislation through the legislative sessions.
I conclude the thesis in chapter 6. The analysis and results presented in this thesis provide
important insights on understanding the economic and societal impact of technology and related
legislative issues at local as well as national levels. Besides IS literature, this thesis also contributes to the
public choice literature of public infrastructure investment, legislative policy, and political science.
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Chapter 2. A Methodology to Integrate Variables from Different Geographic Levels of Granularity
The focus here is on data aggregation challenges when data are available at different geographic
levels. For example, some data may be available at a granular census tract level, some at the more
aggregated zip code level, and some at the even more highly aggregated town level. The situation
becomes more complex when these geographic levels do not overlap or directly related to each other,
thereby making it extremely difficult to determine how the granular levels are contained in the more
aggregated level. Combining and integrating data from different non-overlapping levels to a unified level
to be able to do the analysis, is a significant challenge for the researchers in the big data arena. However,
scant analysis available addressing this type of data integration issues. In this chapter, I provide a detailed
methodology that can serve as a blueprint to future researchers who wish to aggregate data that are
reported originally by different agencies using their own coding schemes at different non- related census
geographic levels. The resulting data combination in this chapter that is used later in chapter 3 for
analysis, increased the richness and information breadth of the dataset significantly, which is a common
feature of big data research.
2.1. Data Integration Problem Overview
This section details the data aggregation problem for non-overlapping geographies. Figure 2.1
illustrates the hierarchical relationship among different geographic entities as per Census Bureau.
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical Relation between Different Census Geographic Entities (Modified
from Census; Source: https://www.census.gov/)
A solid black line between two geographic entities in the above figure denotes a direct
relationship between them. For example, a line from census tracts to counties presents a hierarchical
relationship between the two where the lower level is completely contained within its upper level. On the
other hand, if there is no line connecting two geographic types, then they do not overlap completely with
each other that is the lower level is not directly mappable to the upper level. For example, a county can
have many places (towns) and some places (towns) overlap many counties. This many- to- many
relationship between two non-related geographies in the above figure poses a significant challenge to
integrate data from one to another. The present study takes an in-depth look and provides a step by step
process to handle this issue with the help of an example (discussed in the next section), which is the main
contribution of this chapter.
2.2. Data Integration Problem in the Context of My Study
I consider data on broadband connectivity, number of broadband providers, and broadband speeds
to measure different aspects of broadband to quantify the economic impact of bandwidth expansion on
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local towns in chapter 3. Federal Communication Commission (FCC) reports broadband connectivity and
provider variables at census tract level only using their own coding scheme which is the third member of
the four-level hierarchy in figure 2.1 from the most granular census blocks to the more integrated
counties. My unit of analysis in chapter 3 is town that is denoted by places (towns) in the figure.
Therefore, to enable my analysis, I integrate broadband connectivity and providers data from census tract
to town level.1 Figure 2.1 shows no direct relationship between them. Hence, the broadband variables
integration problem from census tracts to towns in the context of my study is a direct representation of the
type of non-overlapping data integration problem described above and the main focus of this chapter.
As there is no direct relationship between the tracts and towns (see figure 2.1), I search for an
appropriate intermediate entity that is related geographically to both to complete the task. Aggregation of
census tracts to town is done here through Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs) and the path of my data
integration is denoted by dotted red line in the figure. ZCTAs are chosen for this task for a variety of
reasons, including,
i)

ZCTAs are areal representations of the United States ZIP Code areas and almost every
area of a town is in a ZIP code;
have relatively fixed boundaries; and
geographically coherent in nature

ii)
iii)

The definitions of different geographic entities used during the above data aggregation process are given
below (the source is U.S. Census Bureau).

1

•

Census Tract: Census tracts are small subdivisions of a county. The boundaries of census
tracts change only during the decennial Census.

•

ZIP Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTAs): ZCTAs are generalized representations of United
States Postal Service (USPS) ZIP Code service areas.

•

Place (Town): A "place (town)" refers to a populated area. In some states towns are
incorporated municipalities and while in others they are unincorporated. However, the
definition of town varies from state to state.

Broadband speed data was available already at town level, so no further integration was performed.
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The two types of broadband variables available at census tract level (discussed previously) are
also given below along with their data sources and reporting agency’s original coding schemes. I illustrate
my data integration methodology using these two variables in the subsequent sections.
•

Broadband Connectivity
Source: Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Coding Scheme: The following coding scheme is used by FCC to represent the
connectivity rates per 1000 households at tract level.
Code
0
1
2
3
4
5

•

Connections per 1,000 Households
0
0 < x ≤ 200
200 < x ≤400
400 < x ≤600
600 < x ≤800
800 < x

Broadband Providers (fixed-line, mobile, and total)
Source: Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Coding Scheme: FCC codes the broadband providers as "1" if there are between 1 to 3
providers and for 3 or more providers FCC reports the actual numbers. From the FCC
data it is not possible to delineate towns who have 1 provider from those who have 2 or 3.

2.3. Detailed Methodology for Data Integration Process
As a first step of the data integration process, I identify the census tracts for each town and then
using this information, I aggregate the broadband variables of interest from tracts to the town level. As,
broadband variables are reported at tract level only, without identifying first the tracts for each town, it’s
not possible to integrate them to the town level. The census tracts to towns aggregation process is
discussed first followed by broadband variables aggregation in the next few subsections.
2.3.1. Integrating Census Tracts to Towns
As discussed in section 2.2, the tracts to town aggregation is done using ZCTAs as an
intermediate entity. This consists two steps, first a) integrate census tracts to ZCTAs and
then, b) integrate ZCTAs to towns. Each of the above steps is described in detail in the following two
subsections.
9
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2.3.1.a. Integration of Census Tracts to ZCTAs
Figure 2.1 shows that census tracts and ZCTAs are not directly related that is tracts are not
contained fully within ZCTAs. Therefore, a measure is needed to determine the portion of the census
tracts corresponding to any ZCTA. I use census tract population as a weighting factor here because
population is widely used to represent an area. The tract to town aggregation is done by
MABLE/Geocorr12 - Geographic Correspondence Engine developed by Missouri Census Data Center.
Table 2.1 presents a sample Mable output for census tracts to ZCTAs mapping taking Connecticut (a U.S.
state) towns as an example. As expected from figure 2.1, the result indicates a many- to- many relation
between them as there is no direct relationship exists that is a ZCTA can have many census tracts and the
same census tract can extend over to more than one ZCTA. For example, ZCTA 6831 in table 2.1 has
three census tracts 101.01, 101.02, and 102.01, whereas census tract 101.02 extends to two ZCTAs 6830
and 6831. However, the Tract to ZCTA allocation factor result determines the portion of a census tract
contained in a ZCTA. For example, 35.6% of Tract 101.02 is contained in ZCTA 6830 and 64.4% of the
same Tract is contained in ZCTA 6831. As a result of this step, census tracts corresponding to any ZCTA
have been identified. After identifying census tracts for ZCTAs, next I aggregate ZCTAs to towns.

10
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Table 2.1: Sample Mable Output of Census Tracts to ZCTAs Aggregation

ZIP Census
County Tract Tabulation
Area

County
Name

Zip Name

Tract to
Total Pop, ZCTA
2000 Census Allocation
Factor

9001

101.01 6831

Fairfield CT GREENWICH 4661

1

9001

101.02 6830

Fairfield CT BYRAM

1593

0.356

9001

101.02 6831

Fairfield CT GREENWICH 2883

0.644

9001

102.01 6830

Fairfield CT BYRAM

0.932

9001

102.01 6831

Fairfield CT GREENWICH 233

0.068

9001

102.02 6807

Fairfield CT COS COB

4212

0.807

0.807+

9001

102.02 6830

Fairfield CT BYRAM

715

0.137

0.137+0.056

9001

102.02 6870

Fairfield CT

OLD
291
GREENWICH

0.056

3202

0.356+ 0.644 = 1

0.932+ 0.068 = 1

=1

2.3.1.b. Integration of ZCTAs to Towns
Similar to census tracts to ZCTAs integration, this step is also done using MABLE considering the
population of ZCTAs as a weighting factor. A sample of ZCTAs to towns mapping output taking
Connecticut as an example is presented in table 2.2. The result indicates that a town can contain more than
one ZCTAs. For example, town Avon contains only one ZCTA 6001 whereas, town New Britain has three
ZCTAs 6051, 6052, and 6053. The ZCTA to Placefp (Place FIPS- Federal Identification Processing Code
for places) allocation factor shows the portion of ZCTA corresponding to a town. For example, ZCTA 6051
has 99.9% in placefp 50370 and .1% in placefp 99999.
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Table 2.2: Sample Mable Output of Census Tracts to ZCTAs Aggregation
ZIP
Census
Tabulation
Area

Place fp

Place
Name

6001

99999

Avon, CT

6051

6052

ZCTA to
Total
Placefp
Zip Name
Population Allocation
Factor
Avon, CT

18385

1

50370

New Britain,
CT

30519

1

50370

New Britain,
CT

7853

0.999

6052

99999

6053

50370

6053

9999

New Britain
city, CT New Britain,
CT

0.999+0.001 = 1
5

0.001

New Britain,
CT

34834

0.999

New Britain,
CT

29

0.001

0.999+0.001 = 1

The outputs from the above two steps finally identify and provide a count of the census tracts for
each town. This information is used further to aggregate broadband variables of my interest.
2.3.2. Integrating Broadband Variables from Census Tracts to Towns
Once the census tracts are identified for each town, next, I integrate broadband connectivity and
provider variables from tract to town. The methodology for each of the variable is described in the next
two subsections.
2.3.2.a. Broadband Connectivity Variable Integration
As discussed in section 2.1, broadband connectivity rates are reported per 1000 households for
each tract by FCC. Figure 2.2 illustrates a detailed methodology used for integrating the connectivity
variables from census tract to town level.
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Town (i)

Town (i) has two ZCTAs Z1 and Z2

Z1 has two Census Tracts C1 and C2 and Z2 has three Census
Tracts C3, C4, and C5

PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4, and PC5 denote the population of Census Tracts C1,
C2, C3, C4, and C5 respectively

Suppose 5,5,4,4, and 4 present the residential fixed high speed connections per 1000 households
for Census Tracts C1, C2 ,C3, C4, and C5 respectively

Convert categories 4 and 5 by the following formula:
Nm = (Am+Bm)/2 where, Am<xm<=Bm
Here, Nm denotes the numeric value of the category m, xm denotes the number residential fixed high speed
connections per 1000 households for category m, and Am and Bm are the lower and upper limits x in that
category as per the following FCC coding scheme:
Code
Connections per 1,000 Households
0
0
1
0 < x ≤ 200
2
200 < x ≤400
3
400 < x ≤600
4
600 < x ≤800
5
800 < x
Therefore, according to the formula N for category 4 is (600+800)/2=700 and N for category 5 is
(800+1000)/2=900

The formula used to calculate number of residential high speed connections per 1000 households for town
i at time t denoted by RFConnit is given below:
RFConnit = (PC1 * N5 + PC2 * N5 + PC3 * N4 + PC4 * N4 + PC5 * N4)/(C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5), where
N4 and N5 are the numeric values of categories 4 and 5 respectively as described in the previous step

RFConnit returns a value between 0 and 1000 which is converted back again to the categories 0-5
based on the FCC coding scheme described above

Figure 2.2: The Flow Chart of Residential Fixed High-Speed Connections per 1000 households
Variable Integration
2.3.2.b. Broadband Providers Variable Integration
Broadband provider variables include three types of providers, mobile, fixed-line and total (both
mobile and fixed-line). Figure 2.3, below presents a flow chart for mobile broadband provider variable
integration in detail. The same set of steps are followed for other two types of provider variables.
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Town (i)

Town (i) has two ZCTAs Z1 and Z2

Z1 has two Census Tracts C1 and C2 and Z2 has
three Census Tracts C3, C4, and C5

CNMBPt1 ,CNMBPt2 ,CNMBPt3 , CNMBPt4 , and CNMBPt5
denote the number of mobile broadband providers for
Census Tracts C1 to C5 respectively

If NMBPit denotes the number of mobile broadband providers in the
Town i in a given year t, then the formula used to calculate NMBPit :
1

4

NMBPit = Max {CNMBP t , CNMBPt2 , CNMBPt3 , CNMBPt , CNMBPt5 }

Figure 2.3: The Flow Chart for Mobile Broadband Providers Variable Integration
2.4. Discussion and Conclusion
Overall, chapter 2 focuses on the challenges associated with integrating data available at different
census geographic levels having no direct association between them. I provide a detailed methodology in
this chapter to handle this type of data integration problem using two types of broadband variables in the
context of my study. These two broadband variables are available at census tract level only whereas, my
unit of analysis is town. Moreover, tracts and towns are not directly related. Hence, I had to search for an
intermediate geographic entity that is geographically coherent in nature and does not change boundary
frequently to integrate the two broadband variables from census tracts to towns. ZCTAs serve as the
intermediary entity in my case. I first integrate tracts to ZCTAs and finally ZCTAs to towns. The outputs
from these steps are then used to combine broadband variables of my interest from tract to the desired
town level. This study adds to the literature by providing a detailed methodology to integrate data based
on their original coding scheme from one geographic entity to another having no direct mapping
relationship between them. This methodology can be extended to other geographic entities as well. The
details of the data integration processes documented in this chapter provide a formal template to others
facing similar kind of data integration problems.
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Chapter 3. An Empirical Analysis to Measure the Impact of Broadband Speed Increase on Local
Towns2
3.1. Introduction
Currently, towns and localities (across the United States and other countries) have very different
internet availability and speed. For example, Austin, Texas, enjoys 1 Gigabit/sec (Gbps) download speed
and Woolcott, Connecticut offers 12 Megabit/second (Mbps). At the same time, Chinle and Fort Defiance
in Arizona have only 1.5 Mbps average download speed (Connecticut by the Numbers, 2014). Snyder
(2015) and CTC Technology and Energy (2016) found that towns also differ significantly in broadband
pricing. AT&T and Google Fiber both charge customers $70/month for 1 Gigabit/second (Gbps) speed in
Charlotte, North Carolina, while AT&T charges $110/month for the same 1 Gbps speed in Chicago,
where Google Fiber is not present. The same 1 Gbps speed is significantly costlier in Connecticut (around
$1000-$2000 per month).
Faster speed can have a significant impact on the economic growth of a community, and the
demand for more advanced, reliable, and affordable broadband is compelling local governments to
develop effective strategies for connecting their citizens, businesses, and institutions (Vallee 2015).
Broadband availability is typically widespread but enhanced connectivity (increased speed and reliability)
comes with significant upfront costs. Before committing to these expenses, and perhaps signing up for 25
to 30 year amortized loans, local governments need to understand the net added value (or loss) of their
decision.
The approach and analysis presented in this paper are grounded in the public choice literature on
public infrastructure investment. This includes prior work in this area, such as Haughwout (2002) who
emphasized the significant marginal benefits of public capital, and drew attention to the importance of
local normative elements in infrastructure decision-making. Haughwout and Inman (2001) also
emphasized local analysis of such issues, using a single city analysis. Other authors including Pereira

2

The work of chapter 3 has been accepted as a full paper at Telematics and Informatics
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(2000) emphasized the two-way link between pre-investment tax base/revenue and post infrastructure
investment tax base/revenue. Agénor (2010), in his analysis of infrastructure-led development, raised the
importance of network effects.
In many jurisdictions, the decision on broadband infrastructure investment is made at the local
level. Hence there is a need to identify the benefits to broadband at the local level, so that local decision
makers (such as town planners) can make informed decisions. My work therefore focuses on the local
level infrastructure decision following the general theoretical guidelines provided by prior work in public
choice.
In this work, a data-driven analysis is used to develop a predictive modeling approach to help
towns and communities evaluate economic benefits from possible internet and bandwidth expansion
decisions. The main goals of this study include: i) estimating changes in various economic factors brought
about by increased broadband speeds, on a town by town basis; ii) creating an index, for possible policy
purposes, to rank towns on likely positive economic impacts; and iii) identifying towns based on the
index values that will benefit the most (have the largest positive gains on the economic measures) from
increased broadband speed.
My focus is centered entirely on the economic benefits. Since installation costs can vary
significantly by location, I leave it to fiber optic installation vendors to provide the necessary cost
estimates (Mary O’Leary, 2015). With the relevant cost estimates, my analysis enables municipalities to
consider the financial and economic impact of internet enhancement options.
I demonstrate my approach using towns in the state of Connecticut, USA. I use data on broadband
penetration, number of broadband facility providers, download and upload speed, economic, geographic,
and demographic variables of all towns in CT from 2008 to 2013. My data collection utilized the
following ten sources: i) Federal Communications Commission (FCC); ii) National Broadband Map
(NBM); iii) U.S. Census Bureau; iv) Connecticut Department of Labor; v) Office of Policy and
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Management, CT; vi) Connecticut Economic Resources Center (CERC); vii) Department of Economic
and Community Development, CT; viii) Broadbandnow; ix) Missouri Census Data Center; and x)
American Community Survey (ACS).
Elements of the data were originally collected by different agencies for their own reporting
purposes and were available at different levels of granularity. Some data were reported at a granular
census tract level, some at the more aggregated zip code level, and some at the even more highly
aggregated town level. On the time dimension, some data are monthly while others are yearly. Integrating
and combining data from various sources posed a significant challenge. The resulting data combination,
however, increased the richness and information breadth of the data, which is a common feature of Big
Data research. My modeling approach can be applied to develop models specific to other towns and
communities facing similar decisions regarding investments in internet connectivity and speed.
3.2. Literature Review
Previous work demonstrated that broadband deployment has a significant impact on employment
and the economy. Pociask (2002) showed that broadband deployment yields both employment growth
and business benefits. Shideler, Badasyan, and Taylor (2007) showed a positive relationship between
broadband deployment and employment in their analysis of industrial sectors in Kentucky. Jayakar and
Park (2013) estimated a positive association between broadband deployment and employment utilizing
U.S. county level data. A few papers considered specific aspects of broadband deployment. Galloway
(2007) studied broadband access and the rural economy and showed that broadband investment is of no
use unless there is business infrastructure development in the local rural area. Rodrigo, Ferreira, and
Telang (2013) found that broadband had a negative impact on students’ exam scores irrespective of
gender, subject, or school quality.
Though several papers showed that broadband deployment and access impacted local economies,
including employment, there has been very limited research on whether similar effects hold for increased
internet speed. Using country-level data, Kongaut and Bohlin (2014) argued that broadband speed had a
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significant impact on a country’s GDP with the impact being greater for low-income countries. However,
I found no research predicting or quantifying the impacts of increased speed on towns and communities to
help in policy and decision making. I seek to fill this clear gap by developing predictive models to
identify the various economic impacts of broadband speed increase on individual municipalities.
3.3. Data and Variables
3.3a. Dependent Variables
The first of my three major goals is to estimate, on a local community basis (town/municipality),
the impact of increased broadband speeds on various factors of the economy. Working with
representatives of the Connecticut Broadband Office and Office of Consumer Counsel, and with feedback
from town and state management constituencies, I identified the following five key factors that measure
various economic conditions of municipalities (major data source is in parenthesis after each variable
explanation):
1. Median household income (MedHInc): The median divides the income distribution into
two equal parts. For households and families, the median income is based on the distribution
of the total number of households and families including those with no income. (American
Community Survey);
2. Number of annual housing permits (AnnHPer): Building permits represent the number
of new privately-owned housing units authorized by building permits in the United States.
(Department of Economic and Community Development);
3. Average wage (AvWg): Average wage is defined as the average of all private industry
sector wages, for each town. Data is reported by industry for the state, and for each county and
town. (Connecticut Department of Labor);
4. Employment (EMP): Labor force measures are based on the civilian non-institutional
population 16 years old and over. People with jobs are counted as employed. (Connecticut
Department of Labor); and,
5. Tax revenue (TxRev): Property tax revenues of each town or municipality are the total
revenues, including interest and lien fees, generated from real and personal property taxes.
(Office of Policy and Management, CT);
Data on the above five economic factors was gathered on a cross-sectional (towns) and time
series (yearly) basis, yielding a panel data of Connecticut towns and municipalities from 2008 to 2013. I
also checked the correlations (Table 3.1). None of the two-variable correlations among the five economic
factors exceeded 0.4. This suggests that the dependent variables measure different aspects of the economy
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and are likely are not impacted by the same underlying drivers. Later in this presentation, I detail how I
create an index of economic value from these five economic factors, and use my model to rank towns on
likely impacts from increased internet speed.
Table 3.1: Correlation Matrix of Dependent Variables

MedHInc
AnnHPer
AvWg
EMP
TxRev

MedHInc
1
-0.04
0.13
-0.25
0.04

AnnHPer
-0.04
1
0.35
0.32
-0.02

AvWg
0.13
0.35
1
0.30
-0.04

EMP
-0.25
0.32
0.30
1
-0.07

TxRev
0.04
-0.02
-0.04
-0.07
1

3.3b. Explanatory Variables
Next, I identified appropriate explanatory variables for use in my models. Working with
representatives from the state and local governments, along with my review of prior research, I identified
50 explanatory or independent variables, listed below (major data source(s) in parenthesis after each
variable explanation):
1. Variables related to the economy of a town: debt service, inter-governmental revenue,
number of temporary assistance recipients, total revenue, number of government-industry
units, number of private industry units, average daily membership, net current
expenditures, change in net assets, current year tax collection rate, designated fund
balance, education expenditure, number of enrollment in schools, equalized grand list,
mill rate, other financing sources, invested in capital net assets, number of people in labor
force, operating surplus (deficit) including transfers, other financing uses, overall total tax
collection rate, prior year operating surplus (deficit) including sources and uses, town
bonded long term debt, total bonded long-term debt (regional school district debt+ town),
total fund balances, total net assets, total transfer from general fund, total transfer to
general fund, unreserved fund balance and unrestricted net assets. (Connecticut Office of
Policy and Management; Connecticut Department of Labor; Connecticut Economic
Resources Center (CERC));
2. Number of individuals in each of the following age groups: 0-9 years, 10-14 years, 1524 years, 25-34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, 65-84 years and over 85
years. (U.S. Census Bureau);
3. Demographic variables: number of householder population, number of group quarter
population, number of spouses in the households, number of unmarried partners living in
the households, total number of males, total number of females, number of males over
age 18, number of females over age 18, median age, racial composition (number of white
population and number of black population). (U.S. Census Bureau);
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4. Current broadband connectivity: download speed (Mbps), upload speed (Mbps),
number of fixed residential high-speed connections per 1000 households, number of total
broadband providers, number of residential broadband providers and number of mobile
broadband providers. (Federal Communications Commission (FCC)); and,
5. Geographic variables: population and distance to the nearest “big” city (see notes under
Table 2B for details). (U.S. Census Bureau, Google maps).
Broadband connectivity variables, including number of fixed residential connections per 1000
households, number of total broadband providers, number of residential connections providers, and
number of mobile broadband providers were available at census tract level (FCC). Since my interest was
in town or municipality level analysis, I rolled-up the broadband variables from the granular census tract
level to the more aggregated town level. I used Mable software from the Missouri Census Data Center
(2014) to map the data from census tract to the more aggregated zip code level, and finally from zip code
to the town level (the methodology is described in detail in chapter 2).
My dataset has 169 towns in Connecticut. However, many towns did not have reliable
download/upload speed data and some small towns did not have complete economic and demographic
data (this is common, when different elements of the data are collected by different companies and
government agencies). After removing towns (observations) with missing data, my dataset contained 67
towns with complete data. These 67 towns comprised 74% of the total population of CT in 2013 and are
geographically dispersed. Using k-means clustering, I classify the towns in three clusters, named “big”,
“medium” and “small” based on population: “big” = 125531 (average population), “medium” = 54318,
and “small” = 12116.
My initial analysis showed that big cities differed significantly in terms of broadband and
economic factors from both medium and small towns. The big cities had different data structures than
other cities in my sample. Since there were only five such big cities in Connecticut (Bridgeport, New
Haven, Hartford, Stamford, and Waterbury), I excluded them during the model estimation process. Thus,
my dataset included 62 Connecticut towns over the years 2008-2013. (With more data available in the
future, it may be possible to build separate models for each cluster.)
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Given the number of observations relative to the number of potential explanatory variables, I
performed three separate principal component analyses (PCA) to reduce dimensionality – one each for
economic variables, age groups, and demographic variables. The PCA results are summarized in Table
3.2A, and show that the total number of independent variables in three categories was reduced from 50 to
8, while still retaining over 90% of the variation in the original variables.
Summary statistics of dependent and other explanatory variables are given in Table 3.2B. The last
column of Tables 3.2A and 3.2B list the notations for dependent and explanatory variables (detailed in
Section 4a) used in my model estimation.
Table 3.2A: Principal Component Analysis on Economic, Age, and Demographic Variables to
Reduce Model Dimensionality

Category

Original
number of
variables

Number of variables
after dimensionality
reduction

Variance
explained

Variable
notation as per
model (Section 4a)

Economic
Age
Demographic

30
9
11

5
1
2

>= 90%
>= 90%
>= 90%

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡
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Table 3.2B: Data Summary of 62 Towns used for Model Estimation

Current broadband connectivity

Dependent variables

Categ
ory

Variable

Mean

Std Dev

Max

Min

Variabl
enotatio
n as per
model
(Section
4a)

Median household income
(MedHInc) ($)

81,222

30,790

213423

34185

Ycit

Number of annual housing
permits (AnnHPer)

39

55

448

0

Ycit

Average wage (AvWg) ($)

48,581

22,533

140401

1007

Ycit

Employment (EMP)

17,246

11,230

49324

1271

Ycit

Tax revenue (TxRev) ($)

3,168,233

3,036,309

3049122

840058

Ycit

Download speed (Mbps)

13

6

33

2

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

Upload speed (Mbps)

3

2

11

0.43

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

= 1, if number of connections / 1000 households is
between 800 to 1000,
= 0, otherwise

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

Number of total broadband
providers *

= 0, if number of total broadband providers is 1 to
3,
= 1, otherwise

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

Number of residential
broadband providers *

= 0, if number of residential broadband providers
is 1 to 3,
= 1, otherwise

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

Number of fixed residential
high speed connections /
1000 households

Geographic

Number of mobile
broadband providers *

= 0, if number of mobile broadband providers is 1
to 3,
= 1, otherwise

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡

Distance to nearest big city
(miles)

13

2

45

3

𝑋𝑛𝑖

Population

31,839

19,218

87776

4249

𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡
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*Total providers of high-speed broadband connections, providers of residential high-speed connections
and providers of mobile high-speed connections are coded by FCC as "1" if there are 1 to 3 providers in a
town. For 4 or more providers, FCC reports the actual numbers.
3.4. Model Explanation and Results
3.4a. Model
My modeling effort focused on developing panel data-based predictive regression models for
each of the five economic variables (identified in Section 3.3a), as my data consisted of time-variant and
time-invariant variables from 2008 to 2013. To estimate each dependent variable, I use random effects
two-way regression models (Wooldridge, 2013) to build my predictive models for the following reasons:
i) a group effect is considered to be random if the levels observed in that group are representative
samples from a larger population; ii) a random effect model gives the coefficients of time-invariant
variables, and iii) a two-way model considers both cross-sectional and time effects.
My two-way random effect regression model for each of the economic factors (denoted by c) has
the general form:
𝑝
𝑞
𝑝
𝑝
𝑌𝑐𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇 + ∑𝑚=1 𝛽𝑚 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝑛=1 𝛾𝑛 𝑋𝑛𝑖 + ∑𝑚=1 ∑𝑗=1[𝛿𝑚𝑗 (𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑋𝑗𝑖𝑡 )] +

∑𝑝𝑚=1 ∑𝑞𝑛=1[𝜌𝑚𝑛 (𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑋𝑛𝑖 )] + 𝜖𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡

equations 1 to 5, for c=1, 2, …, 5.

Here Ycit denotes a dependent variable, where c is the index for economic factor (1 for median
household income, 2 for number of annual housing permits, 3 for average wage, 4 for employment, and 5
for tax revenue), i is the index for cross-section (town) and t is time (year). I create one regression model
for each economic factor (i.e. Y1it, Y2it, Y3it, Y4it, and Y5it ). 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝑚 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑝, are observed independent
variables that vary over both towns and time. 𝑋𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑞, are time invariant independent variables
that vary across towns only. The models include a number of interaction terms between independent
variables. I include two types of interaction terms: i) interactions between independent variables which
vary over both towns and time, represented by 𝛿𝑚𝑗 (𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑋𝑗𝑖𝑡 ), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑝, 𝑗 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑝 , and ii)
between independent variables that vary over both cross section and time and time invariant independent
variables, represented by 𝜌𝑚𝑛 (𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑋𝑛𝑖 ), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑚 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑝, 𝑛 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑞.
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3.4b. Predictive Model Accuracy
I performed 10-fold cross validations for each of the five models to confirm my model
predictions. I selected 52 towns for the training set and 10 towns for the validation set in each iteration. I
made sure that each of the 62 towns is included in one of the 10 validation sets and calculated Root mean
square error (RMSE) for predictive models. RMSE is defined as follows:
RMSE=

1
𝑛

2
∑10
𝑖=1 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 ´)

equation 6

where 𝑦𝑖 is the observed value of a dependent variable in my dataset, and 𝑦𝑖 ´ is the predicted value of
that dependent variable that I estimate from my model. I calculate RMSE for each year from 2008 to
2013 for each of the 10 validation sets. Predictive accuracy is defined as “1-RMSE”.
Table 3.3 reports the average predictive accuracy results for 10 validation sets for each year along
with the range (max – min). I found that accuracy is generally high and consistent through the years, for
each model. Predictive accuracy for the models varies from 75% to 97%, with an overall accuracy of
86%, which indicates that my prediction models are accurate and robust across time.
Table 3.3: Normalized Prediction Accuracy (Mean and Range for 10-fold Cross- Validations)
MedHInc

AnnHPer

AvWg

EMP

TxRev

Year

Mean

Rang
e

Mean

Rang
e

Mean

Rang
e

Mean

Rang
e

Mean

Rang
e

2008

0.85

0.34

0.83

0.21

0.90

0.20

0.91

0.20

0.97

0.06

2009

0.87

0.37

0.81

0.19

0.75

0.17

0.91

0.21

0.96

0.04

2010

0.85

0.34

0.81

0.40

0.89

0.19

0. 90

0.20

0.95

0.05

2011

0.85

0.35

0.80

0.45

0.89

0.17

0.90

0.21

0.95

0.05

2012

0.84

0.34

0.77

0.48

0.88

0.19

0.90

0.21

0.94

0.11

2013

0.84

0.40

0.78

0.41

0.87

0.29

0.90

0.20

0.95

0.05

3.4c. Index Creation and Estimating Economic Benefits
Now I estimate, on a town by town basis, the impact of increased Internet download/upload speed
on the five economic factors (identified in Section 3.3a). I consider download speed (DS) = 25 Mbps and
upload speed (US) = 5 Mbps as the “baseline” index for all towns. I created two “projected” indexes, one
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for download speed (DS) = 50 Mbps and upload speed (US) = 15 Mbps, and another for download speed
(DS) = 100 Mbps and upload speed (US) = 25 Mbps.
Index Creation
The index is defined as the weighted average of five key economic variables, identified in section
3.3.a. The weights for each of the key economic variable can be decided by the town planners and
managers, based on their local and relative importance. For my illustration, I use uniform weights on all
index factors.
Notations
𝑉𝑐 = Initial value of economic factor c, when DS = 25 Mbps and US = 5 Mbps (baseline);
𝑉𝑐 (proj1) = Projected value of economic factor c, when DS = 50 Mbps and US = 15 Mbps;
𝑉𝑐 (proj2) = Projected value of economic factor c, when DS = 100 Mbps and US = 25 Mbps; and
𝛼𝑐 = weight assigned to each of the economic factors
Then,
Index (DS=25, US=5) = ∑5𝑐=1 𝛼𝑐 𝑉𝑐

equation 7

(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗1)

Index (DS=50, US=15) = ∑5𝑐=1 𝛼𝑐 𝑉𝑐

(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗2)

Index (DS=100, US= 25) = ∑5𝑐=1 𝛼𝑐 𝑉𝑐

equation 8
equation 9

3.4d. Comparison among Towns Based on Index
It may be of interest to a governing body to compare and benchmark towns according to the
benefit received from increased broadband speed, and help plan broadband deployment policy for towns
and municipalities. This also helps towns and municipalities to compare themselves with others and make
their own decision whether to invest in bandwidth expansion. I use the estimated models (equations 1 to
5) to create “projected” indexes (equations 8 and 9) for all towns. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the top 10
towns with the highest Index (DS=50, US=15) and Index (DS=100, US=25) values respectively, along
with the values of each of the five economic factors, based on increased internet download and upload
speeds. Figure 3.1 shows all Connecticut towns with Index (DS=50, US=15) values; similarly, Figure 3.2
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shows all Connecticut towns with Index (DS=100, US=25) values. Some towns are blank in Figures 3.1
and 3.2 because full data was not available for them.
Table 3.4: Top 10 Connecticut Towns with the Highest Index (DS=50, US=15) Values
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Town size

Town names

MedHInc

AnnHPer

AvWg

EMP

TxRev

Index
(DS=50,
US=15)
value

West Hartford

-0.04

1.62

0.19

1.65

1.53

4.96

medium

East Hartford

0.00

0.53

0.82

0.96

0.46

2.77

medium

East Granby

0.21

0.95

0.54

0.53

0.23

2.47

small

Westport

0.71

0.21

0.61

0.10

0.24

1.87

small

New Canaan

0.71

0.23

0.58

0.08

0.21

1.81

small

East Hampton

0.25

0.52

0.70

0.20

0.09

1.76

small

Weston

0.65

0.27

0.57

0.09

0.18

1.75

small

Darien

0.69

0.26

0.51

0.05

0.17

1.68

small

Greenwich

0.56

0.27

0.65

0.04

0.13

1.64

medium

Wilton

0.64

0.28

0.50

0.07

0.14

1.63

small
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Figure 3.1: Index (DS=50, US=15) Values for Towns in Connecticut (dark green to yellow to dark
red indicates higher to lower Index values)
Table 3.5: Top 10 Connecticut Towns with the Highest Index (DS=100, US=25) Values
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Town names

MedHInc

AnnHPer

AvWg

EMP

TxRev

Index
(DS=100,
US=25)
value

West Hartford

0.10

3.65

0.25

1.99

2.28

8.27

medium

East Hartford

-0.05

1.17

1.15

1.07

0.74

4.08

medium

East Granby

0.35

1.66

0.88

0.63

0.28

3.80

small

Westport

0.85

0.56

0.67

0.14

0.32

2.53

small

East Hampton

0.39

0.70

1.01

0.21

0.11

2.42

small

New Canaan

0.85

0.54

0.63

0.11

0.28

2.42

small

Weston

0.78

0.55

0.65

0.11

0.24

2.34

small

Darien

0.82

0.52

0.52

0.07

0.24

2.18

small

Wilton

0.78

0.53

0.55

0.09

0.18

2.12

small

Greenwich

0.70

0.46

0.72

0.05

0.16

2.10

medium
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Figure 3.2: Index (DS=100, US=25) Values for Towns in Connecticut (dark green to yellow to dark
red indicates higher to lower Index values)

Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show how different sizes of towns are impacted economically with
internet speed increase, showing a positive change for most of them. Results show that, on average, big
cities do not gain much as compared to medium and small sized towns. This may be because the big cities
have better infrastructure and moderate internet speed compared to other towns and rural areas, so the
economic benefit of introducing more high-speed internet is less for them than for medium and small
sized towns. In my dataset, West Hartford and East Hartford are the highest and second highest
economically benefitted towns among medium towns, while East Granby is the highest benefitted among
small towns. These local communities are predicted to have significantly more benefits from broadband
speed increase, compared to all others. This indicates that broadband speed increase has a differing
economic impact on towns. For most others, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show a comparable positive benefit due
to speed increases. I find a few small towns (Figure 3.5), who surprisingly are hurt from introducing
increased broadband speed. These have less number of broadband providers, higher median age and are
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situated further from big cities, compared to other small towns that benefit from increased broadband
speed. This highlights the fact that physical connectivity, resident age, and geography are integral parts of
development to take advantage of increased broadband speeds.
9
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8

7

7

6

6

5
4
3
2

5
4

E Hartford

Index Values

Index Values

Index Values

W Hartford
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2

1

1

0

0

Figure 3.3: Big Towns

Figure 3.4: Medium Towns
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E Granby

Figure 3.5: Small Towns

Figure 3.6 illustrates the comparison between benefitted (blue bar) and not benefitted (orange bar)
small towns due to broadband speed increase, in terms of different metrics discussed above. I find that
broadband providers are noticeably higher in benefited towns. Locationwise, benefitted small towns are
situated nearer to a big city than their counterparts. The benefitted towns also have relatively younger
population (denoted by the blue bar for “Median Age”) than the ones who benefit less from the speeds
increase (denoted by the orange bar for “Median Age”).
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between Benefitted and Not Benefitted Small Towns from Broadband Speed
Increase
Next, my analysis focuses on the relative changes in economic benefits among towns with respect
to one another, as given by their overall rank among all towns. This benchmark may aid a town planner to
understand his/her town’s position and relative economic benefits with respect to neighboring and other
towns during bandwidth expansion decisions. My results show that the rank of some towns markedly
improved when internet speeds are increased. For example, East Hampton advances from rank 15 to 5
when speed increases from Index (DS=25, US=5) to Index (DS=100, US=25) and climbs to the top 10
list, and Colchester improves from rank 114 to 37 from Index (DS=25, US=5) to Index (DS=100,
US=25), showing the positive effect of bandwidth expansion on their economies. I see a “rank” decrease
for some towns too. For example, New Britain slides from rank 71 to 101, and Litchfield decreases from
rank 51 to 110 when compared with Index (DS=25, US=5) to Index (DS=100, US=25). This decrease
does not mean that they do not benefit from speed increases; this indicates that their relative
improvements compared to others are smaller, so other towns surpass them in the ranking list.
Figure 3.7 illustrates some towns whose index values change remarkably from “base” Index
(DS=25, US=5) to “projected” Index (DS=50, US=15) and finally to “projected” Index (DS=100,
US=25), and shows how the comparison methodology works. I divide the towns by rank into 20 point
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intervals: 1-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, 81-100, 121 and lower, and illustrate when towns move from one
ranked interval to another. If a town moves from a lower interval (for example, 21-40) to a higher one (for
example, 1-20), it indicates the town substantially improves its rank. Similarly, if a town slips from a
higher interval (for example, 1-20) to a lower one (for example 21-40), it indicates the town performs
relatively worse in the ranking list. While most local communities have a stable pattern, some towns show
outsize relative changes. This benchmarking analysis is important for these towns, especially if large
speed increases do not come with relatively commensurate economic benefits. Again, this ranking result
is a comparative analysis to help a town benchmark its position with respect to others in terms of
broadband speed increase; this result does not say that the town will not benefit from speed increase.

Rank at Index (DS=25,
US=5)
1
21

15
22

Ranks

41
51
61
71
81
101
121

114
118

Rank at Index (DS=50,
US=15)
6

Rank at Index (DS=100,
US=25)
5
Town A

46
55
63
76
107

37

Town B
Town C

76
80
101
110

Town D
Town E
Town F

141

Figure 3.7: Illustrative Towns with Rank Changes from Index (DS=25, US=5) to Index (DS=50,
US=15) to Index (DS=100, US=25)
3.5. Discussion and Conclusion
My analysis quantifies the marginal benefits of public capital (Haughwout, 2002) – here,
broadband infrastructure – on median household income, number of annual housing permits, wage,
employment, and tax revenue (Tables 3.4 and 3.5, Figures 3.1 and 3.2). As suggested by Haughwout and
Inman (2001), my unit of analysis is individual towns/local communities. I find that public infrastructure
investment has differing benefit on towns, based on town size (Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5), location and
demographics (Figure 3.6). Index value analysis for big, medium and small sized towns (Figures 3.3, 3.4,
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and 3.5), locational and demographic effect analysis (Figure 3.6) and rank comparison methodology
(Figure 3.7) provide bases for towns to make their normative judgments on broadband investment. The
predictive model for tax revenue (equation 5) and the results for tax revenue (column 6 of Tables 3.4 and
3.5) provide estimates of the impact on tax revenues. Also, following Pereira (2000), I find evidence of
public infrastructure investment impacting private outputs reflected in the analysis of median household
income (column 2 of Tables 3.4 and 3.5).
Overall, my analysis demonstrates that bandwidth expansion has differing impacts on towns and
local communities, indicating the necessity to calculate economic benefit before implementing bandwidth
expansion decision. The results show towns mostly have great potential to improve their economic
conditions through bandwidth expansion, however, they need to perform their own benefit analysis, and
benchmark with others, when considering investments in long-term cost outlays to introduce fiber-optic
based high-speed broadband.
I illustrate here a predictive modeling technique to estimate which towns and communities could
benefit economically and quantify the economic benefit from increased broadband speeds through index
creation. My modeling framework lays a foundation for analysis for towns and communities, irrespective
of size, to estimate the benefit they could receive from increased broadband speed. My indexing
methodology helps towns and municipalities to perform absolute and relative cost-benefit analysis before
investing in bandwidth expansion. For expansion planning decisions, the indexing and ranking approach
described here enables governing and planning authorities to identify promising towns and municipalities
based on their own weighted formulae. It also helps them to plan broadband infrastructure in stages,
focusing first on locations that benefit greatly, rather than attempting a full-on roll-out. My study has
some limitations, too. Obtaining complete data on available speeds or pricing by local town or community
basis, or even on a statewide basis, is a significant challenge. I also could not estimate the cost element of
the analysis because of lack of broadband pricing data by town or zip code, or even on a statewide basis.
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Future research could focus on this area, and also examine topics such as network externalities and
spillover effects (Agénor, 2010).
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Chapter 4. Does High-Speed Broadband Really Impact the Local Economy?
4.1. Introduction
Today, broadband internet forms the backbone of a society’s technological and economic
development and is perceived as a public utility rather than a luxury (Federal Communications
Commission, 2015). The speed-based definition of broadband has also evolved. In 2015, the US Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) declared that a minimum of 25Mbps/3Mbps (Mbps=Megabits per
second, download/upload speed) supplanted the older 4Mbps/1Mbps threshold set in 2010, to define a
broadband connection (FCC Broadband Progress Report, 2015). Developments in broadband technology,
including fiber optic broadband, promise to connect communities and businesses with ultra-high speed
internet connections. The initiative to reach out to every home with super-fast broadband through fiber
optic installation, commonly known as Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH), is being aggressively marketed to
and investigated by various local and statewide planning bodies (FTTH Council Americas, 2014).
However, the benefits of increased broadband speed to local economic growth have not been
empirically tested. It is widely believed that fiber network installations can lead to local economic
improvement and growth, including meeting the growing demand for ultra-high speed internet by
different industry sectors, reaching out to lower internet speed localities, and enabling people to take full
advantage of internet related technologies (CTC Technology and Energy, 2016). Given the growing
demand for fiber optic enabled Gigabit service (1 Gbps or more), local governments are currently looking
to develop broadband expansion plans. In several countries including the US, local governments are the
primary decision makers with respect to broadband expansion; however economic models for such
decision makers are practically non-existent. The main challenge that local towns and municipalities face
in this regard is the huge upfront cost associated with the new infrastructure development to deploy fiber
optic cable, and the uncertainty of the payoff (CTC Technology and Energy, 2016). For example,
Verizon’s estimated cost to implement FTTH network in U.S. was approximately 18 times higher than a
DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) upgrade (Kenny and Kenny, 2011). Google’s estimated investment for
fiber installation in Kansas City alone was near $94 million (Yarow, 2013). The question facing local
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communities is whether such broadband speed increase would lead to sufficient economic gain and
growth to overcome the costs.
Earlier research has typically analyzed the impact of broadband in terms of broadband
penetration, or availability (for example, Shideler, Badasyan, and Taylor, 2007; Jayakar and Park, 2013).
A few have studied the impact of broadband speed but at a macro (national) level (Rohman and Bohlin,
2012; Kongaut and Bohlin, 2014). While these results are important, there is no basis to assume that
macro results broadband are useful or informative at the local (town and community) level, to help make
broadband speed enhancement decisions. Recently, Google Fiber3 installed a FTTH network in about 20
cities in USA, providing ultra-high-speed internet (1 Gbps) connections. Though one would expect that
Google chose the specific cities based on a clear model of local impacts, any internal Google models are
unknown (Chris, 2014). Further the economic and demographic indicators of those chosen metropolitan
statistical areas (MSAs) are above the median in all respects for MSAs nationwide.
In this research, I analyze the economic impact of broadband speed at the micro (local town/
municipality) level. Working with town administrators, state lawmakers, and broadband authorities of a
US state, I first identify measures of local economic growth. I then examine if a town benefits
economically from a speed increase, given existing local policies and residents’ economic and
demographic conditions. My analysis, using a panel dataset of more than 100 diverse towns over 8 years
(2009-16), focuses on delivering insights and a model development process to aid researchers and local
decision makers in making informed broadband expansion decisions.
My results show that, overall, broadband speed is a significant driver of local economic growth,
in terms of increase in median household income and real estate/development expansion. Using a
technology upgradation event as an instrumental variable, I demonstrate that broadband speed increase
impacts economic growth and development of local towns and communities. Based on specific location,

3

https://fiber.google.com/about/
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demographics, and other local factors, communities may be able to boost their economy markedly with
increased access to higher broadband speeds. Insights from my work adds to the literature in this fastmoving area, and helps researchers derive a clearer understanding of the linkage between broadband
enhancement and local economic improvement (and related investments in FTTH).
My data collection and preparation processes involved important and non-trivial operation that I
believe can be beneficial to future researchers and policymakers. Local administrators can use my
insights, or perform their own analysis following my methodology. I detail my data and record linkages in
section 4 as a blueprint to aid future researchers and decision makers to estimate models for their specific
needs.
4.2. Literature Review
Past work, which focused primarily on macro level analysis, yielded mixed results in measuring
the impact of broadband on the economy. Several research efforts demonstrated a significant effect of
broadband penetration, while others found an indirect or non-significant effect. Lehr, Osorio, Gillett, and
Sirbu (2006) determined that the economic impact of broadband on the local economy is measurable and
is positive. These authors found that the impact of broadband is higher for IT industry sectors, and that
residential property values increase as a result of broadband availability. Crandall, Lehr, and Litan (2007)
showed a positive association between broadband and employment conditions and found that a 1%
increase in state broadband penetration increased employment by 0.2-0.3% a year. Shideler, Badasyan,
and Taylor (2007) also found that broadband deployment improved employment conditions, in their
analysis of industrial sectors in the state of Kentucky, USA. Koutroumpis (2009) demonstrated a
significant positive impact of broadband penetration on economic growth using European Union country
level data for the period 2003-2006. Jayakar and Park (2013) found a positive relationship between
broadband deployment and employment in their analysis of U.S. county level data. To the contrary,
Greenstein and McDevitt (2009) observed a low correlation between broadband deployment and GDP,
and showed that internet access cost had to be lower by 1.6-2.2% to benefit from upgrading a dial-up
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connection to broadband. Atasoy (2011) noted that though broadband deployment has a significant effect
on employment, the effect is higher for counties that have a higher percentage of college graduates. Her
study also showed that industry sectors that employ a highly educated workforce, derive higher benefits
from broadband deployment in terms of employment shares and average wage rates, than others who do
not.
Other research analyzed specific aspects of broadband deployment or adoption. Murillo (2005)
examined factors affecting broadband providers in a country, and found GDP growth, population,
competition and unbundling are the main factors that have an impact on broadband providers in a country.
Dwivedi and Lal (2007) identified age, education, occupation and income as the key factors that
differentiate broadband adopters from non-adopters, using U.K. based survey data. Galloway (2007)
found that rural economies cannot take advantage of broadband unless there is appropriate business
infrastructure development.
Several studies examined policy implications of broadband deployment. LaRose et al (2014), who
studied the objectives behind federal level funding to states for broadband infrastructure development,
found that awards targeting minority population received less priority than expected. Shin and Kewon
(2011) showed the importance of analyzing micro-level activities (legal, technical and policy) in
designing future broadband development program strategies in South Korea. Whitacre et al (2015) noted
that the difference in broadband adoption rate between metro and non-metro areas largely depended on
people’s economic, educational and demographic background. Their study suggested considering local
socioeconomic conditions before implementing broadband expansion plan in an area, which is the
specific focus of my research.
As I mentioned before, most research involving impacts of broadband on the economy have used
“broadband penetration” (or availability) as the only measure of broadband. However, I argue that
broadband speed is now a key driver that may have significant impact on the economy (see the discussion
in Kongaut and Bohlin, 2014). Rohman and Bohlin (2012), using country-level data, found that
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broadband speed helped GDP growth, but the size of the growth was dependent on the existing economic
conditions of the country. At a firm level, using Ohio-based firm data, Mack (2014) showed broadband
speed was most important for agricultural and rural firms. Kongaut and Bohlin (2014) argued that speed
increase has a significant impact on a country’s GDP, with the impact being greater for low-income
countries.
In contrast to most existing work at the macro level, my analysis focuses on local broadband
speed increases, and its impact on the local economy. Since broadband internet expansion and investment
decisions are made locally in the US and many other countries, macro level models are unlikely to capture
the nuances of the impact of speed on a town’s local economy, and help local decision makers. To the
best of my knowledge, my study is the first to analyze the impact of broadband speed at the micro level
(local town level), using an 8-year panel dataset. It significantly contributes to the literature on the impact
of broadband, and managerially helps town decision makers in their consideration of broadband
expansion.
4.3. Model
I seek to understand how broadband speed impacts the local economic factors of towns and
municipalities. Working with town administrators and state broadband authorities of a US state, I
consider three very important yet different factors – median household income (MedHI), tax revenue
(TaxRev), and number of annual housing permits (AnnHP) as representatives of a local town or
municipality’s economy. Literature has shown that residential broadband adoption (or availability, in
other words) helps to increase household income (ITU report, 2016) and residential property value (Lehr
et al, 2006). In the present study, I examine if similar results hold when I analyze the effect of broadband
speed on median household income, tax revenue, and housing permits of a local area, controlling for other
local economic and demographic factors. MedHI, is used as a measure of the economic health of a town’s
residents, TaxRev is used as a measure of the economic health of a town, and AnnHP is used to represent
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the health of the real estate/development of a town. Thus, these three factors measure three different
significant aspects of a town’s economy.
My period of analysis spans 2009-2016, a time frame that was characterized by significant broadband
speed increase in the United States due to a variety of reasons, including:
•

Google Fiber’s implementation of 1 Gbps speed in a few U.S. cities;

•

major telecom companies’ service upgradation to provide better internet speed to U.S.
households; and,

•

several federal initiatives to enhance broadband infrastructure in U.S. (for example,
Broadband Initiatives Program (BIP) announced in 2010, State Broadband Initiative (SBI),
Broadband Technologies Opportunities Program (BTOP), and Connecting America-The
National Broadband Plan, all three were announced in 2009).

This broadband speed increase during my study timeframe, enables us to perform a natural experiment. I
examine the effect of broadband speed on the local economy in three steps:
1) investigate whether speed has any overall effect on local economic growth by analyzing 8
years (2009 – 2016) of data;
2) conduct a deeper analysis and perform a pre-post study (2009-12 vs 2014-16), to
understand whether speed had any significant impact on advancing the local economy in the
post period, controlling for all other factors; and,
3) examine the direction of causality, that is, whether broadband impacts local economic
growth, using an instrumental variable approach.
The model variables and notation are described in Table 4.1. The three steps of analysis are then
discussed in detail in the following three sections.
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Variables

Supe
Subscripts rscri
pts

Table 4.1: Notations used in the Models
Notation

Description

SP

broadband speed

i

town, i = 1,….,I

t

year, t = 1,…..,T

c

dependent variable, c = 1,…., C

Ycit

dependent variable set, c ∈ (1,C)

Xit

vector of control variables

VitSP

vector of broadband speed variables

4.3.1. Overall Impact of Broadband Speed on Economy of Towns
My focus is on determining the effects of broadband speed on the same set of towns over years.
Hence a panel data based modeling approach, which is able to capture both cross-sectional (town) and
time effect (year), is appropriate for my study.

General form of the model to assess the impact of broadband speed:
SP
SP
SP
Ycit = αSP
Xit + εSP
∀ c ∈ (1-3)
(eq. 1)
c Vit + βc
ci + ηcit ,
Here, the dependent variables, Ycit where c ∈ (1-3), in (1), are my three economic variables of

interest, MedHI, TaxRev, and AnnHP, with index i denoting town i, and index t denoting year t. VitSP, as
indicated in Table 1, is a vector of broadband speed variables, varying over cross-sections and time. X it is
a vector of town-specific control variables, including economic and demographic, that vary over crosssections and time. The years of analysis are 2009-2016 (t = 1,…, 8). Next I discuss a pre-post study (step
two of my analysis).
4.3.2. Pre-Post Study: Time Frame Analysis to Assess the Impact of Broadband Speed
In the second step of the analysis, I consider possible structural shifts in the broadband speed of
towns between pre-period (2009-11) and post-period (2014-16), due to technology upgradation by several
internet providers in the 2012-13 timeframe. Following Google’s announcement of implementing 1 Gbps
speed in a few cities in U.S. in 2012, other internet providers also started upgrading their service to
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increase their speed levels. For example, major telecom provider Verizon made an investment of $23
billion to provide high-speed internet to 18 million households in U.S (Talbot, 2012). As a result, U.S.
households saw a steady increase in broadband speed starting from 2012. Figure 4.1 shows that average
speed in U.S. was approximately 5 Mbps or less until 2011. Speed started to increase in 2012 and
continued to rise, reaching around 12 Mbps in 2014 and more than 15 Mbps in 2016. I investigate
whether the speed increase between the following two periods, 2009-11 vs 2014-16, (pre vs post) was
statistically significant, and if the speed shift had any impact on local economic indicators in the post
period. Figure 4.2 illustrates the time frame of my analysis.

Figure 4.1: Average Internet Speed in U.S. in Mbps (2007-2017) by Quarter4

4

Source: Akamai Technologies https://www.statista.com/statistics/616210/average-internet-connection-

speed-in-the-us/
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Figure 4.2: The Time Frame of the Pre-Post Study
The model form for the pre-post study is:
Ycit = αPP_SP
VitSP + βPP_SP
Xit + λPP_SP
PostInd + εPP_SP
+ ηPP_SP
, ∀ c ∈ (1-3)
c
c
c
ci
cit

(eq. 2)

The model formulation is quite similar to equation (1) above, with a few exceptions. In the prepost study, superscript PP_SP denote that the coefficients are part of the pre-post analysis. With data for
2012-2013 removed, the analysis involves 2009-11 and 2014-16 (t = 1,…, 6). I added a post-indicator
term to indicate post- period (dummy variable) in the equation, using the symbol “PostInd” (PostInd is 1
for 2014-16 and 0 for 2009-11). The accompanying coefficient λPP_SP
estimate indicates whether
c
estimated changes in the dependent variable values are statistically significant across the two time
periods. Since I are interested in analyzing whether higher broadband speed aids a town’s economic
conditions in the post period, I introduced an interaction term of the speed variable with the PostInd in
equation (2). This interaction term also addresses the possibilities that any change in the dependent
variable may not not be the same for all towns in the post period. The results of the main effects models
and the interaction effects models are reported in Section 4.5.2.
4.3.3. Analyzing Causality: Instrumental Variable Approach
A direct estimation of the impact of broadband speed on a locality’s economic conditions, as laid
out in previous sections, may be misleading if the speed variables are closely related to some
unobservable (or not directly measurable) characteristics of towns or to an omitted variable. For example,
here I do not have an observable measure of the standard of education in a town. Likewise, a regulatory
policy may be an unobservable factor which affects both the dependent and independent variables. There
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may be an issue of the direction of causation, say between broadband availability and an improvement in
economic conditions. The models in this section of my study examine the omitted/unobservable variable
bias as well as the direction of causation.
I follow an instrumental variable approach to address the above possible problems. The
instrumental variable approach requires identifying an instrument (“instrumental variable”) which, in my
context, should be correlated with the speed variables but not directly associated with the dependent
variables of my study, The instrument is then used in performing a two-stage estimation process (Greene,
2003).
The form of the models for my instrumental variable analysis are:
First Stage:
SP
̂uit
(IV) + τ1S_SP
V
=Ф1S_SP
Xit + ξ1S_SP
+ ς1S_SP
u
u
ui
uit , ∀ u ∈ (1, 2... U)

(eq. 3.a)

Second Stage:
SP
̂uit
Ycit = ∑u∈U α2S_SP
V
+ β2S_SP
Xit + ε2S_SP
+ η2S_SP
, ∀ c ∈ (1-3)
cu
c
ci
cit

(eq. 3.b)

Here, the superscripts 1S_SP and 2S_SP represent broadband speed in the first stage and second
stage respectively. Variable IV in (3.a) denotes the instrumental variable which should be uncorrelated
with the error terms in equations (3.a). The general strategy is to substitute the predicted values of
SP
̂qit
broadband speed (denoted by, V
) from the first stage estimation into the second stage, then estimate the

second stage. All other notations used in (3.a) and (3.b) are the same as detailed in Table 1. The
instrument used in my study, and the rationale behind considering that variable a good instrument, is
explained in detail in section 5.
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4.4. Data Collection and Modification
4.4.1. Data Sources
My data covers all 169 towns and municipalities in the state of Connecticut (CT), USA. In
addition, there is significant variation in town size and in rural and urban landscapes. The state’s economy
includes services, high tech manufacturing, farming, and mining with differing importance of each across
different towns. These differences enable consideration of how the impact of broadband speed can differ
across different types of town economies in a diverse geographic location. My data set was drawn from
state, federal and commercial sources, including:
•

M-Lab (https://www.measurementlab.net/)

•

CT Department of Labor (https://www.ctdol.state.ct.us/index.htm)

•

CT Economic Resources Center (CERC) (https://www.cerc.com/)

•

Department of Economic and Community Development, CT (http://www.ct.gov/ecd)

•

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) (http://transition.fcc.gov/wcb/iatd/comp.html)

•

Missouri Census Datacenter (http://mcdc.missouri.edu/websas/geocorr12.html)

•

National Broadband Map (NBM) (http://www2.ntia.doc.gov/broadband-data)

•

Office of Policy and Management, CT (http://www.ct.gov/opm )

•

U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/data.html) and American Community Survey
(ACS) (http://www.census.gov/acs)

4.4.2. Variables
4.4.2.a. Dependent variables
Working closely with representatives of Office of Consumer Counsel of CT, and State Broadband
Office, CT, and with their views and inputs, I identified median household income (MedHI), tax revenue
(TaxRev), and number of annual housing permits (AnnHP) of a town as dependent variables of my
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models5. The definition of each of dependent variable is given below with the data sources reported in
parenthesis.

i) Median household income (MedHI): The MedHI divides the income distribution of a
town into two equal parts for households and families, including those with no income
(American Community Survey);
ii) Tax revenue (TaxRev): Total revenues for each town, including interest and lien fees,
generated from real estate and personal property taxes (Office of Policy and Management,
CT); and,

iii) Number of Annual housing permits (AnnHP): Building permits represent the number of
new privately-owned housing units authorized by building permits in the United States
(Department of Economic and Community Development, CT)

Correlations among the dependent variables (Table 4.2) are all < 0.37, suggesting that the variables are
not influenced by the same underlying drivers.
Table 4.2: Correlation Analysis of Dependent Variables
TaxRev

MedHI

AnnHP

TaxRev

1

0.031

0.362

MedHI

0.031

1

-0.03

AnnHP

0.362

-0.03

1

4.4.2.b. Independent Variables
My set of independent variables include broadband speed, along with economic and demographic
characteristics of towns. I use real time broadband speed test data available from M-Lab for my speed
variables. M-Lab uses a minimum of 30 tests, and reports the median value of all available speed tests as

5

I tested various other economic factors identified by State authorities as important for local decision making,
including “industry average wage” and “employment rate”, which were not significant during my analysis, and
hence are dropped from the discussion.
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the broadband speed of a location. Though I have data for both upload and download speeds, I focus on
download speed (DnSp) only as the measure of broadband speed in my analysis, due to high correlation
(>60%) between upload and download speeds. I include all available economic and demographic
characteristics of towns as control variables in my models, to specifically observe the impact of
broadband speed on local economic development.
I also investigated household broadband availability for each town in my dataset. However, I
found little to no variation in the broadband penetration data (almost all towns have 800-1000 broadband
connections per 1000 households), indicating deep broadband penetration during the time frame of my
analysis. Therefore, I exclude broadband penetration from my analysis.
Table 4.3 details the independent variables along with their data sources.
Table 4.3: Description of Independent Variables

Economic
Demographic

Control Variables

Independent
Variables
(Broadband)
Speed

Category

Independent Variables

Data Source(s)

download speed (DnSp) (measured in Mbps)

M-Lab

debt service; inter-governmental revenue; number of needy families
who received temporary assistance; number of government-industry
units; number of private industry units; net current expenditure per
pupil; change in net assets; current year tax collection rate;
designated fund balance; equalized grand list; mill rate; other
financing sources; amount invested in capital net assets; number of
people in labor force; operating surplus (deficit) including transfers;
other financing uses; overall total tax collection rate; prior year
operating surplus (deficit) including sources and uses; town bonded
long-term debt; total bonded long-term debt (regional school district
debt+ town); total fund balances; total net assets; total transfer from
general fund; total transfer to general fund; unreserved fund balance
and unrestricted net assets.

CT Office of
Policy and
Management; CT
Department of
Labor; CT
Economic
Resources Center
(CERC)

Population; householder population; group quarter population;
U.S. Census
number of spouses in the households; number of unmarried partners Bureau
living in the households; total number of males; total number of
females; number of males over the age 18; number of females over
the age 18; median age and racial composition.
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4.4.3. Handling Missing Data and Reducing Dimensionality
My data spans 8 years (2009-2016). The state of CT has 169 towns, but some data elements were
not available for all towns for all years. Thus, I dropped towns which did not have all the data available
for all 8 years (2009-16), reducing my sample size to 129 towns. These 129 towns comprise 79% of the
state’s population.
To reduce dimensionality of 35 control variables in my models, including economic and demographic
ones, I used principal component analysis (PCA). I retain 7 PCA factors represented by PCj (j = 1… 7)
based on Kaiser’s eigenvalue-one-criterion (Kaiser, 1960). The dimensionality was thus reduced from 35
to 7, while retaining more than 80% of the variation in the original variables.
Table 4.4 presents the descriptive statistics of the three dependent variables and DnSp for the 129
towns. For analysis purposes, I normalized all dependent, independent variables to overcome different
measurement scales.
Table 4.4: Data Summary of Dependent and Speed Variables
Variable

Mean

Std Dev

Min

Max

Median

N

MedHI

82496.74

29181.04

24820

218152

79117.5

1032

TaxRev

60109529 66560202 2641477 448384626 35771185 1032

AnnHP

33

69.81

0

801

12

1032

DnSp

11.42

6.94

0.11

63.85

10.49

1032

4.5. Model Estimation and Results
I present the estimation in three sections - the overall results first, followed by pre-post study, and
finally the instrumental variable analysis results.
While the overall impact (section 4.5.1.a) examines the individual effect of DnSp on local
economies by analyzing 8 years of data (2009-2016), the pre-post study (section 5.1.b) focuses on
whether higher broadband speed (as discussed in section 3.2) in the 2014-16 period had any impact on
towns’ economic measures during that time frame by analyzing 6 years of data (2009-11 and 2014-16).
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There is approximately a 70% increase in DnSp in 2014-16 compared to 2009-11. A two-sample t-test
between the two-time frames is statistically significant, at p-value < 0.0001, indicating DnSp increased
significantly in the post period.
Finally, I investigate the causality between DnSp and economic growth through instrumental
regression – that is, whether the broadband speed increase can be shown to cause economic changes in
towns (section 4.5.1.c). Comcast (also known by its trade name Xfinity), the largest internet provider in
Connecticut (https://www.highspeedinternet.com/ct), doubled the broadband speed for Connecticut
towns, with download speed increasing from 25 Mbps to 50 Mbps and upload speed from 4 Mbps to 10
Mbps, in 2012. The increased speed is the result of their technology upgradation from DOCSIS (Data
Over Cable Service Interface Specification) 2.0 to 3.0 (Seidman, 2012). This event directly impacted the
broadband speed of towns, while it is not correlated with the dependent variables of interest. Therefore, I
use the Comcast technology upgrade during 2012-13 period as the instrument (see equation 3.a), with a
value of 0 for 2009-2011 and 1 for 2014-2016.
Based on a Hausman Specification Test (Townsend et al, 2013) result that rejected (p < .01) the
null hypothesis that a random effects model was preferred, I used a fixed effects model formulation
throughout.
4.5.1. Impact of Broadband Download Speed on Economy of Towns
4.5.1.a. Overall Impact Analysis
Table 4.5.1 presents the estimation results for overall and pre vs post analyses. The results show
that the coefficient estimates of DnSp is positive and highly significant for MedHI (column 1) and
AnnHP (column 3), and negative significant for TaxRev (column 2). This suggests that higher DnSp
helps in enhancing town residents’ income and boosts real estate development. On the other hand,
broadband speed appears to have a negative effect on a town’s TaxRev. This was surprising. On further
investigation, the diminishing property value in Connecticut towns during the analysis period may be
responsible for this negative effect (discussed in detail in section 4.5.2).
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4.5.1.b. Pre-Post Analysis
Next, I focus on the pre-post results for DnSp. Focusing on the main effects models, DnSp has a
significant positive impact on MedHI and significant negative impact on TaxRev of towns, results which
are similar to those for overall impact discussed above. However, I do not see any significant impact of
DnSp on AnnHP (column 6). The estimated coefficient of PostInd, which indicates if the dependent
variable significantly differs across two time periods, is positive and significant for all three economic
indicators of my study. This implies that MedHI, TaxRev, and AnnHP changed significantly in the post
period. Table 4.6 shows the descriptive statistics of MedHI, TaxRev, and AnnHP for the two time frames.
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Table 4.5.1: Impact of Broadband Download Speed on Economy of Towns (Overall and Pre-Post Study)
Section
Numbers ->

5.1.a: Overall Impact

5.1.b: Pre-Post Study
Main Effects only

Column
Numbers ->

With Interaction Effects

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

MedHI

TaxRev

AnnHP

MedHI

TaxRev

AnnHP

MedHI

TaxRev

AnnHP

0.113***

-0.014**

0.036**

0.082***

-0.017**

0.026

0.046*

-0.012

-0.001

PC1

-0.0002

0.138***

-0.008**

0.003

0.137***

-0.009***

0.002

0.137***

-0.009***

PC2

0.001

0.037***

-0.005**

-0.001

0.037***

-0.012***

0.001

0.037***

-0.012***

PC3

0.002

-0.008***

0.006**

0.002

-0.008***

0.006**

0.002

-0.008***

0.006**

PC4

-0.002

0.01***

-0.003

-0.002

0.009***

-0.005**

-0.002

0.009***

-0.005**

PC5

-0.006***

-0.005**

-0.007***

-0.0004

-0.004**

-0.005*

-0.003*

-0.004***

-0.005**

PC6

0.009***

-0.008**

0.006**

0.004**

-0.008**

0.006**

0.007***

-0.008***

0.007**

PC7

0.003*

-0.003***

0.003

0.003

-0.005***

0.002

0.003

-0.004***

0.002

0.038***

0.002***

0.011**
0.105***

-0.001

0.048*

DnSp

PostInd
PostInd*DnSp
Constant
Model Fit (R2)
Years of
Analysis ->

0.28***

0.131***

0.036***

0.262***

0.13***

0.031***

0.276***

0.13***

0.036***

0.303

0.904

0.520

0.416

0.905

0.554

0.436

0.907

0.553

8 years (2009 – 2016)

6 years (2012 and 2013 excluded)
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Table 4.5.2. Impact of Broadband Download Speed on Economy of Towns (Causal Analysis)
Section Numbers ->

5.1.c: Instrumental Analysis
First Stage

Column Numbers ->

Second Stage

1

2

3

4

DnSp

MedHI

TaxRev

AnnHP

0.502***

0.009

0.146**

DnSp
PC1

0.001

0.002

0.137***

-0.009**

PC2

-0.019***

0.007**

0.037***

-0.01***

PC3

-0.001

0.002

-0.008***

0.006**

PC4

-0.001

-0.001

0.009***

-0.005**

PC5

0.002

-0.001

-0.004***

-0.005**

PC6

0.002

0.003

-0.008***

0.006**

PC7

-0.002

0.003

-0.005***

0.002

Instrument

0.091***

Constant

0.121***

0.211***

0.127***

0.017*

Model Fit (R2)

0.445

0.445

0.905

0.559

Years of Analysis ->

6 years (2012 and 2013 excluded)

*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Table 4.6: Descriptive Statistics of Dependent Variables in Pre vs Post Period
Variable

Year

Mean

Std Dev

Min

Max

Median

N

Pre

77043.43

27831.83

24820

209630

72445

387

Post

86406.96

29701.76

29313

218152

81711

387

Pre

61314865

66410552

3240144

407018129

36524765

387

Post

57728898

64882416

2641477

448384626

33826651

387

Pre

24.42

45.02

0

478

12

387

Post

40.3

82.7

0

720

13

387

MedHI

TaxRev

AnnHP
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Now, consider the interaction effects (interaction of PostInd and DnSp) model estimation results
in Table 4.5.1 (columns 7 to 9). Here, my focus is on understanding whether increased speed in the post
period had an impact on the dependent variables in the post period, which is equivalent to observing the
effect of speed in post period only (PostInd is all 0 for pre (2009-11) period and 1 for post (2014-16)).
Therefore, I do not include the main effect of PostInd in my interaction effects models. A significant
positive interaction effect of DnSp with PostInd exists for MedHI and AnnHP, which suggests that
broadband speed increase helped to improve MedHI and AnnHP in the post period. However, the
interaction does not have a significant effect on TaxRev. The main effects of DnSp (in the model
including interaction effects) show a positive significant effect on MedHI and a nonsignificant impact on
Tax Rev and AnnHP. The nonsignificant main effect of DnSp but significant interaction effect for AnnHP
(column 9) implies that, though DnSp does not appear to have impacted AnnHP overall, DnSp does
significantly impact AnnHP in the post period.
All of the models in both overall impact and pre-post analysis (columns 1-9) for DnSp are highly
significant with F values at 1% level. The model fit for MedHI and AnnHP improves in the pre-post
analysis compared to overall impact analysis (44% vs 30% for MedHI, and 55% vs 52% for AnnHP),
while the fit of the TaxRev models remains approximately same (~90%).
4.5.1.c. Instrumental Variable Analysis
The overall and pre-post analysis indicate that the economic growth of towns, measured by
MedHI and AnnHP, were positively impacted, and TaxRev was negatively impacted by higher broadband
speed, controlled for local economic and demographic conditions. Since this might show a reverse
causality effect, I check this possibility using an instrumental variable approach (see Section 4.3.3) and
the results are reported in Table 4.5.2. To test for causality, I use an instrument, Comcast’s technology
upgradation (to DOCSIS 3.0) for Connecticut customers in 2012-13 (see earlier discussion). This event
would likely be directly related to DnSp, but not with the dependent variables studied here. I use a 2SLS
approach to estimate my models, using data from 2009-11 and 2014-16.
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The highly significant positive coefficient of my instrument variable, in the first stage (column 1
of Table 4.5.2), suggests that DnSp increases markedly after technology upgradation (there is a 70%
increase in DnSp in the post period). The model fit is approximately 45%. From the second stage results
(columns 2, 3, and 4 of Table 4.5.2), I find the coefficient of DnSp is positive and significant for both
MedHI (p < .01) and AnnHP (p < .05) while non-significant for TaxRev. The second stage results
indicate that broadband speed causes an improvement in MedHI and AnnHP. However, there is no
apparent impact of DnSp on TaxRev. The second stage models are significant at 1% level, and the fit
remains approximately same as in the pre-post analysis. Similar to overall and pre-post analysis, the fit of
TaxRev models are much higher than MedHI and AnnHP.
4.5.2. Insights from Analysis
The overall results indicate that the economic growth of towns, measured by MedHI and AnnHP,
were greatly impacted by higher broadband speed. The results suggest that a 1% increase in DnSp causes
MedHI to rise by 0.113%, and AnnHP by 0.036%. Pre-post study results strengthen my findings by
showing strong positive ties between broadband speed and MedHI and AnnHP. Broadband speed had a
major significant positive effects on household income and building permits in the post period (2014-16).
High speed broadband enhances productivity and skills and makes an individual a better “connected
professional” which Garside (2013) suggested as an element for a successful career and higher household
income. Due to significant advantages of broadband speed, people tend to prefer to live or move to areas
where high speed broadband is available (Picard, 2016). My results are consistent, indicating that towns
with higher speed limits get increasing numbers of annual building permits. This insight from my study is
very important for the real estate sector for planning and investing (or not) in their business locations.
To consider whether it is broadband speed that is driving income improvement and real
estate/development growth, or already wealthy towns attracting the higher speeds, I test for causality
direction using instrumental variable approach. The instrumental variable analysis supports the causal
effect of DnSp increasing MedHI and AnnHP, rejecting the alternative reverse causality.
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One of my three dependent variables identified by town planners and state authorities as
important economic indicator of a town was TaxRev. My results from overall and pre-post analysis both
show a negative effect of DnSp on TaxRev of towns. However, instrumental variable analysis indicates
no significant effect of speed on TaxRev of towns. The TaxRev of towns in my sample relies heavily on
property taxes, and during my period of analysis, there was decrease in property values. Figure 4.3 shows
the Equalized Grant List measures which is the aggregate valuation of taxable property of the towns in
my dataset for my timeframe of study. As has been reported in the popular press, it is likely that
Connecticut is still recovering from the 2008-2009 major financial downturn. The impact of the
downturn, coupled with Connecticut’s lingering recovery, strike us as the likely culprits in decreasing
property values. According to New England Public Policy Report (2015), 78 of 169 Connecticut towns,
comprising 60% of the state’s population, have a significant fiscal operating deficit. Therefore, I think it
likely that the diminishing property values may be a major factor in my observed negative effect of DnSp
on TaxRev. This may be a special case, which needs further investigation that is beyond the scope of the
present study.
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Figure 4.3: Equalized Grand List (Taxable Property Valuation) for Towns in Dataset (2009-2016;
CT Office of Policy and Management http://www.ct.gov/opm/site/default.asp)
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4.6. Discussion and Conclusion
My research focus here was on analyzing the importance of broadband speed in local economic
development of towns and municipalities. With the rollout of FTTH across the US and other countries
and the push for high speed broadband across the globe, there is a significant need to understand the
economic impact of such new technologies at the local level. The modeling and analysis need to be at the
local or micro level, where investment decisions are made, and cost/benefit analysis is crucial for actual
decision makers. Past analyses at the macro level do not provide sufficient insights that local decision
makers need. I analyze the impact of speed on three microeconomic local factors: median household
income, tax revenue, and number of annual housing permits.
The first analysis segment indicates an overall high positive impact of broadband speed on local
household income and housing permits, but a negative impact on local tax revenue. The second segment,
a pre-post study, found that the economic measures improved significantly in the post period. Further,
broadband speed had a positive effect on local income and housing permits, but a negative impact on tax
revenue (which may be a special case, a conjecture that needs further investigation).
In the third segment of my analysis, the results from my overall impact and pre-post analysis are
bolstered by causality analysis using an instrumental variable approach. This demonstrates that increase in
broadband speed leads to higher local economic growth, not the other direction. I note that I was unable to
perform a well-known difference-in-difference (DID) analysis, since my panel subjects (local towns and
municipalities) were very diverse across scores of economic and demographic parameters. The diversity
of my subjects, however, enabled us to test my model across variations in town size, rural and urban
landscapes, industry concentrations in different towns, and geographic location.
My analysis also provides a blueprint, a detailed method and approach, for local analysis in other
geographies. My models can be directly used by other towns, or re-estimated using their own datasets to
assess their benefits from FTTH/broadband speed increase. It is important to reiterate that data for the
study was combined from several sources – state, federal, and commercial. It is imperative that towns and
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states collect the pertinent data that will allow them to perform their own assessment, based on their own
local conditions. At the federal level, it is critical that broadband speed data be collected and available for
policy and analysis.
Broadband, like electricity, now forms a backbone for technology and economic development –
from localities to a nation. My research is one of the first to address impacts of broadband speed on local
economies. The results provide a key part of the detailed information necessary for researchers and
decision makers to perform detailed cost/benefit analysis on investments in enhanced broadband speed
infrastructure. My study provides the details for determining local economic benefits. Broadband
providers and state regulators can provide cost and implementation details.
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Chapter 5. A Text Mining Methodology to Identify Factors Influencing Passage of Laws containing
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Provisions
5.1. Introduction
The term “ICT” (Information and Communication Technology) broadly refers to the systems and
applications that enable business processes, individual communications, government operations, and
societal interactions (Zuppo 2012). ICT related initiatives across a wide range of industries, including
education, healthcare, public safety, defense, technology, and transportation are widely recognized as a
key enabler of global competitiveness for nations (Baller et al. 2016). As such, legislative and regulatory
actions envision significant roles for ICT in all aspects of policy making initiatives (Bakici, Almirall and
Wareham 2013; MISQ Special Issue: ICT and Societal Challenges6). The Affordable Care Act of 2010 is
one such example of a legislation that included several ICT provisions7 to promote Electronic Medical
Records, information exchange among healthcare entities, and patient access to healthcare information.
However, some ICT issues can be contentious due to their differential impacts on individuals and
businesses. For instance, net neutrality related legislation has stalled in US Congress for a number of
years. ICT related legislations can require significant investments by government and private entities with
long term consequences for economic growth and prosperity (prominent examples include Sarbanes
Oxley Act of 2002 and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996).
My research focuses on identifying influential factors that contribute to the successful enactment
of ICT related legislation within the US federal legislative system. In the US, some ICT legislation are the
focus of an entire bill (e.g. Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)8). More commonly though, the
complexity of the legislative process often prompts sponsors to search for an appropriate bill to house
their pet provisions. ICT legislation is frequently included as a component of a larger bill on a different
topic. These components are inserted in larger bills as sections, commonly known as “provisions”.

6
7

http://aisel.aisnet.org/misq/vol40/iss2/
A provision is a legal clause attached to, or contained within, a law to enact some policies

8

https://www.copyright.gov/legislation/dmca.pdf
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Central to the law-making process are the individual provisions of a bill that enact different clauses.
Provisions generally go through multiple votes as part of one or more congressional bill in one or more
legislative sessions. To help pass a bill, legislators often modify provisions, drop some provisions or
move provisions from one bill to another during the course of legislative sessions. For example, a
provision on community wide management information systems was first introduced as part of a housing
bill during 110th Congress in February 2007. As that bill did not pass, the provision moved forward and
was attached, without any changes, to a health bill in May 2008. It was introduced in two subsequent bills
(with some modifications) till it finally passed as part of a mortgage bill during 111th Congress in April
2009. Overall, ICT provisions take a significant amount of time and effort (average of more than 1 year
and 6 attempts) to finally pass in a successful bill (1993-2014 data).
Despite a strong stream of research related to ICT policies (Reinicke and Ward 2013; Adjerid et
al. 2015), IS literature has not examined the factors that contribute to the successful enactment of ICT
related provisions in the legislative process. Most ICT legislations take multiple tries and a relatively long
time to pass. Although they have a high impact on society, the chances of ICT related legislation success
is very less (only 6.4% in our corpus:1993-2014)). The low success rate points to the importance of
understanding the influential factors for success, which is the focus of my research. The low success
probability also suggests the need for predicting correct legislative vehicles that should be targeted for
attaching ICT related legislation.
I develop an empirical model to identify important factors that impact the passage of ICT
legislation. A distinctive aspect of my approach is the disaggregation of congressional bills into its
constituent provisions. The disaggregation approach allows us to track individual provisions across
multiple bills. Further, I evaluate and present a predictive model for the legislative success of ICT related
bills by integrating textual information of ICT provisions with structured metadata information associated
with congressional bills.
Discerning patterns in the flow of ICT provisions through the legislative process has enormous
benefits for various stakeholders. Stakeholders often influence, initiate and exert pressure on their
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legislative representatives to enact specific provisions of value to their economic and/or social priorities
(Balla and Dudley 2014). Successful passage of an ICT provision and associated legislation also has
spillover effects on initiatives in other sectors and technology research funding (Baller et al. 2016).
However, extant literature across multiple disciplines (including political science, legislative studies, and
information systems) have predominantly focused on the coarser congressional bill level information, and
have not considered provision level impacts at all in investigating the patterns of the legislative process
(Anderson et al. 2003; Bratton et al. 1999; Tae et al. 2012).
The main research objectives of my study are as follows:
i)

Trace the underlying patterns of association of each ICT provision through (potentially)
several bills, across different legislative sessions, until their eventual passage.

ii) Identify key determinants that have an impact on ICT legislative success, and quantify the
significance of ICT provisions and their interactions with other factors associated with
congressional bills.
iii) Develop a prediction model for successful passage of congressional bills containing ICT
provisions.
I present a text mining based methodology to address my first research question. Provision texts
are commonly in the form of paragraphs, sections or a few lines embedded in a bill. Hence, a detailed
analysis of each bill’s textual data is necessary to identify and track the movement of an ICT provision. I
also use textual analysis to identify the major topic of the bill in which the ICT provision eventually
passes. The output from the textual analysis, along with the metadata of bills, are used to develop
explanatory and predictive models to address the second and third research questions.
The major contributions of my study lie both in methodological and theory development. I
develop a novel text mining based “section similarity measure” to identify and track similar ICT
provisions across different bills in different legislative sessions. Though a broad literature exists on
different text similarity approaches, very few have analyzed lexical similarity between sections of a
textual document (lexical similarity refers to the similarity of texts in terms of their word or character
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contents) (Gomaa and Fahmy 2013). The present study takes an n-gram based approach to develop a
section similarity algorithm, which is useful in identifying texts that are structurally similar in word
contents.
My modeling and data-driven analysis provide evidence that textual information from ICT related
bills contains significant information content, over and above the normal metadata of a bill, in predicting
passage of ICT related legislations. The findings from my models have the potential to advance my
understanding of legislative processes that address ICT related topics. Further, the data analytic approach
developed in this study has broader applications in the domains of textual similarity analysis, and
identifying similarities in a corpus of slowly morphing text.
The practical contribution of my study includes providing important insights on the overall
legislative process associated with ICT related issues. My descriptive analysis demonstrates that
provisions involving ICT infrastructure issues are negatively associated (i.e. have a lower chance of
passing) with a technology or healthcare bill, and positively associated with a defense bill. On the other
hand, provisions focused on digital rights management have a higher probability of passing when attached
to a health care, transportation, or defense bill. My models indicate limited main effects and significant
sector-level interaction effects of ICT provision topics on legislative success. Among the three main ICT
topics – Infrastructure, DRM and dataflow restrictions – only infrastructure has a strong positive main
effect. The focus on infrastructure is indicative of policy makers’ interests in creating a conducive
environment for the growth of the internet, communications and electronic commerce. However,
legislative process has tended to address dataflow restrictions and DRM in the context of other sectoral
priorities.
5.2. Literature Review
The legislative process in the United States Congress, comprises of a series of complex steps; the
mechanism behind most of them are not transparent (Tae et al. 2012). A bill travels a long and winding
road after its introduction in the House of Representatives or Senate to its final passage or rejection.
Additionally, political polarity of legislators makes the process opaque and contentious (Barber and
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McCarty 2015). In the data I have collected, the overall successful passage of legislation is very low
(average only 4% of the total bills that are introduced).
Extant research on legislative data has focused on factors affecting the successful passage of a
legislation, and has predominantly focused on the characteristics of the legislators. Anderson et al (2003)
demonstrated the effects of legislators’ behavior on a bill’s success in the House of Representatives. Their
research showed that legislators whose activities are limited in terms of sponsoring bills and speaking on
the floor have a higher chance to be successful. Bratton and Kerry (1999) examined the effect of gender
and racial composition on legislative success. Kirkland (2011) demonstrated that weak ties between
legislators is beneficial for successful passage of a legislation. Moore and Thomas (1991) demonstrated
that majority and seniority status have significant impact on legislative success in U.S. Senate. Cox and
Terry (2008) also showed that majority status leads to more legislative productivity, especially when
majority party holds larger number of House seats.
Other research has analyzed specific aspects of legislative data. Sean and Blei (2011) developed a
model to predict roll call votes of newly proposed bills by analyzing legislative text data. Tae et al (2012)
investigated different factors and their impact on a bill’s survival across Congressional committees. Bei et
al (2008) determined the sentiments of political expressions by analyzing both House and Senate speeches
during the period 1989-2006. Assogba et al (2011) presented a supervised document categorization
technique to visualize the content of the bills. Diermeier and Myerson (1999) studied internal
organization of legislatures in different countries and showed that presidential veto power and bicameral
structure of legislative process creates internal veto powers, and unicameral structure encourages
delegation of power to a single person. Kang (2012) investigated energy sector bills and demonstrated the
importance of considering the journey of individual policies of a bill through the Congressional sessions
to examine returns on lobbying investments.
Though a significant amount of work exists, the underlying influencers of legislative process
continue to be explored and discovered. The complexity of the procedure also requires analysis from
multiple perspectives and levels. Extant research has predominantly considered the entire bill level
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information, along with different characteristics of legislators, in predicting its success in legislative
session. The present study is an attempt to bridge this gap in the literature to provide important insights on
the overall Congressional legislative process. I deviate from the extant data-centric approaches by
considering provision level information along with the entire bill level information to investigate the
legislative success.
Provisions are usually paragraphs or sections embedded in a bill. When a particular bill is
unsuccessful, a provision can be lifted from that bill and attached to a different bill either intact or slightly
modified. As a result, each of the provisions contained in a bill may pertain to different policy issues and
deviate somewhat from the dominant subject matter of the bill. Therefore, identifying and tracking the
movement of provisions is a challenging task, and requires a deep text mining analysis of the textual body
of the bills. I develop a section similarity algorithm to trace the movement of provisions through different
bills across Congressional sessions. Text similarity measures are of great importance in different natural
language processing tasks, including information retrieval, classification, topic coding, and others
(Hyman et al 2015). Gomaa and Fahmy’s (2013) review paper on text similarity approaches specified two
main types of text similarity measures: lexical similarity (characters or words are exactly similar), and
semantic similarity (meanings of the words are same). Since my objective in this study is to find the
provisions attached to different bills that are structurally similar in their word contents, I focus on lexical
similarity of the provisions. Existing lexical similarity approaches are limited to word tokens; however,
my unit of analysis is provisions in a bill. I develop an n-gram based section similarity algorithm to find
similar provisions in different bills over time. An n-gram, which is a sequence of adjacent items in a text
sequence, can be used to find structurally similar texts. Although n-gram based models have been applied
in different domains including detection of plagiarism (Alberto et al. 2010), application of this technique
in detecting similarity in a corpus of slowly morphing text over time is novel.
The main focus of this research is examination of ICT provisions in the legislative process, and
identify success factors. There is a growing body of research in IS literature that has tackled ICT related
issues of significance from societal and policy perspectives. Pang (2016), in his analysis of IT expenditure
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of U.S. Federal government, found Information Technology (IT) as a significant driver of several U.S.
government policy implementation initiatives. Andrade and Doolin (2016) showed the importance of ICT
in the settlement of refugees in a new society through increased social inclusion. Ganju et al (2016) found
ICT to be a significant driver of a nation’s social capital, social equality and GDP. Bardhan et al. (2013,
2015) demonstrated the importance of IT on healthcare services. Srivastava et al (2016) investigated the
effects of ICT on corruption in their research of e-governance using data from 63 countries. Chen et al.
(2007) assessed the importance of ICT in digitation of government operations by improving data
management and data sharing system. Tripathi et al. (2012) showed that development in rural areas is
very slow due to the lack of ICT related knowledge. Other prominent research in this area has
investigated ICT impacts of services, education and organizational innovations (Hostler et al. 2005;
Mishra et al. 2010; Sugumaran 2007; Bardhan et al. 2010; Angst et al. 2011). Specific aspects of ICT
policy initiatives have also been examined IS research. Reinicke and Ward (2013) investigated the impact
of Sarbanes Oxley legislation and found that the legislation had a direct impact on a firm’s IS strategy
related to compliance. Adjerid et al (2015) identified heterogeneous impacts on healthcare entities due to
implementation of health information privacy regulations. Thus, there is a growing body of literature
attesting to the significant impacts of ICT regulations on different sectors of the economy. Despite this
growing importance of ICT regulations, legislative process that contributes to creation of ICT regulations
is largely unexplored in the IS literature.
5.3. Data
I collected full textual content of bills that were introduced in the US House of Representatives
(denoted by H.R) and Senate (denoted by S) from 103rd to 113th Congress (22 years; 1993 - 2014).9 To
become law, all bills require passage in the House and Senate, and signature of the President. After its
introduction in either House or Senate, a bill goes through several versions during a legislative session,

9

Data source: https://www.gpo.gov/
I do not consider other types of bills, for example, House and Senate Joint Resolutions (H.J.Res. and S.J.Res),
House and Senate Concurrent Resolutions (H.Con.Res and S.Con.Res) and House and Senate Simple Resolutions
(H.Res and S.Res), which are either for very limited matters only or do not require the approval of both the
chambers and the President or do not have the force of law.
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and the text of the bill may differ significantly across those versions. Since a provision can be attached,
dropped, or modified at any stage of a bill’s life cycle, I included all of the available versions of a bill in
my analysis.
Table 5.1 presents detailed data of my corpus. A total of 64,349 bills were introduced in House
and 35,527 bills in Senate. Considering all versions of the bills, 130,626 bills were brought to Congress
during the study period (columns 3 + 4 in Table 5.2). Only 4,239 bills were finally signed into law (only
4%).

Table 5.1: The Count of House and Senate Bills for each Congress
Column No. >

1

2

3

4

Introdu Total House
ced in
Bills in My
Senate
Corpus
(version (including
“is”)
all versions)

5

Total Senate
Bills in My
Corpus
(including
all versions)

Became
Law

Congress
(Year)

Introduced in
House
(version “ih”)

103 (1993-94)
104 (1995-96)
105 (1997-98)
106 (1999-00)
107 (2001-02)
108 (2003-04)
109 (2005-06)
110 (2007-08)
111 (2009-10)
112 (2011-12)
113 (2013-14)

5,311
4,340
4,875
5,682
5,766
5,432
6,437
7,341
6,563
6,724
5,878

2,563
2,197
2,656
3,263
3,181
3,036
4,123
3,734
4,060
3,717
2,997

7,384
5,999
6,748
8,126
7,740
6,798
8,164
9,363
8,810
8,481
7,684

3,624
2,915
3,739
4,638
3,999
4,253
4,997
4,630
4,674
4,318
3,542

363
308
362
535
345
496
465
445
365
272
283

TOTAL

64,349

35,527

85,297

45,329

4,239

6
Percentage of
Bills That
Became Law
(Column
5/[Column 1 +
Column 2])
5%
5%
5%
6%
4%
6%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
4%
(AVERAGE)

The metadata of each bill includes a title, the date of introduction, Congress number and the
version. Additional metadata was collected for each bill from the Congressional Bills Project10, including
sponsor’s name, party affiliation, gender, political ideology, his/her majority status in committees and
subcommittees, majority party indicator, lobbying expenditures, and whether the bill was passed in

10

http://www.congressionalbills.org/
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House, Senate, and finally signed by the President.
5.4. Identification and Categorization of ICT Provisions through Text Analytics
Though US Congressional bills are publicly available and different provisions can be readily
identified, their format is not straightforward for text analytics. I developed text analytic strategies to
extract the text of the bills, identify ICT provisions, and track the provisions (and their modifications)
from inception to eventual passage. In this section, I present a novel text mining methodology to identify
and track ICT provisions, and extract their lifecycle information (Figure 1). Further, I identify the
dominant subject matters of the bills that contained the ICT provision(s). The outputs from my text
mining analysis – including metadata of the bills, ICT provision lifecycle information, and dominant
topics – are used to identify key factors that are correlated with ICT legislation success.
Figure 5.1 presents the flow chart of the text mining methodology. The methodology identifies
ICT provisions first, and then includes steps to process the text of those provisions such that ICT
provisions can be tracked through different bills (discussed in detail in section 5.4.2).
5.4.1. Identifying and Extracting ICT Provisions from Congressional Bills
I first identify the bills in my corpus that contain ICT provisions. It is very common that an ICT
provision is attached to multiple bills over time, whose central subject matter has no connection with ICT
(Longley 2016). To identify all bills containing ICT provisions, I built a set of keywords that are
indicative of ICT related topics and tagged all provisions that contained such keywords and their
corresponding bills in my corpus (1993-2014).
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Figure 5.1: Main Steps of Text Analytics Methodology to Identify and Track ICT Provisions
I identified ICT keywords based on "The Global Information Technology Report 2016” (Baller et
al 2016). The report (a joint work of World Economic Forum, European Institute of Business
Administration (INSEAD) and Cornell University) examines the role of ICT in innovation, by measuring
Networked Readiness Index for 139 economies in the world. I identified all keywords that are used to
measure each of the indicators of Networked Readiness Index in the report. I then developed a synonym
set of the keywords using WordNet dictionary (Fellabum 1998), and added this synonym set to my
keywords set. Table 5.2 lists the final set of 45 ICT keywords.
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Table 5.2: The List of ICT Keywords
“data storage”, “information storage”, “data protection”, “data security”, “data privacy”, “information
security”, “database”, “data governance”, “data flow”, “data collection”, “digital rights”, “intellectual
property rights”, “encryption”, “decryption”, “cryptography”, “cryptology”, “software piracy”, “digital
signature”, “watermark”, “cyber security”, “cyber threat”, “cyber-attack”, “cybercrime”, “digital
infrastructure”, “digital technology”, “digital media”, “digital communication”, “software”, “computer”,
“hardware”, “middleware”, “internet”, “internet bandwidth”, “wireless”, “broadband”, “internet traffic”,
“telecommunication”, “telecommute”, “internet server”, “operation system”, “cloud service”,
“information technology”, “information system”, “communication system”, “communication technology”

Next, I identified bills which contained ICT provisions, after applying standard text preprocessing
techniques (Tseng et al 2007; Kao and Poteet, 2007), including tokenization, lower case, stop words
removal, and “stemming” (for example, communication and communications are both converted to the
root word “commun”). This reduced the number of relevant versions of bills from 130,626 to 9,525 (615
of these bills were signed into law). Note that all versions of all bills did not contain ICT provisions,
hence I had to investigate all versions reported in column 3 and 4 of Table 5.1, and not column 1 and 2.
Figure 5.2 shows a word cloud of stemmed ICT keywords in the 9,525 relevant bills. It provides a
visual guide of ICT topics that were more prevalent in the different ICT provisions across all bills in the
US Congress.
After identifying bills that contained ICT provisions, each bill was split into smaller units (i.e.,
provisions) using my own text extraction program. Next, I identified and extracted all ICT provisions in
the corpus. The extracted ICT provisions were used to find similar provisions across bills and track their
movement through different bills over time.
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Figure 5.2: Word Cloud of ICT Keywords
5.4.2. Tracing the Association of an ICT Provision with Different Bills
Here I present a “section similarity measure” to find similar ICT provisions that are attached to
different bills over time. In Figure 5.3, the striped area represents the corpus of ICT provisions that
became law, and non-shaded area represents ICT provisions that did not pass. For illustration, say there
are two ICT provisions (denoted by stars) that became law. Then, for each of these two laws, my
objective was to find previous versions of failed ICT provisions (denoted by circles). Tracing the versions
help us build the paths from unsuccessful attempts to successful passage (two provisions shown within
ovals in Figure 3).
The provision matching algorithm is outlined in Figure 5.4. The algorithm is n-gram based
approach (to identify n adjacent items in a text sequence), which allows us to compare text sequences
which are structurally similar in terms of their word contents (Vatanen et al 2010). Prior to n-gram
matching, I performed additional text pre-processing on each section, including punctuation removal, and
domain-specific words removal 11. I then created n-grams for each ICT provision identified in section
5.4.1, and retained only those n-grams which contained at least one ICT keyword in it. If similar n-grams
threshold is met (80% threshold was used for matching) between two ICT sections, they are marked as

11

The domain specific word list consists of the following words: ['pre', 'sec', 'section', 'subsect', 'title', 'paragraph',
'subparagraph', 'congress', 'descript', 'chapter', 'subchapter', 'act', 'bill', 'amend', 'house', 'senate', 'subsection', 'session',
'subsection', 'bill', 'date', 'code', 'department', 'committee', 'rule', 'government', 'council', 'date', 'office', 'city', 'day',
'speaker', 'code', 'general', 'organization']
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similar (steps 7 and 8 of Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.3: Unsuccessful Attempts to Successful Passage of ICT Provisions
The n-gram based provision matching algorithm was run for 3-, 5-, and 7- grams separately
(performance of n-grams is mainly an empirical exercise based on data characteristics). I determined the
best n-gram for my analysis based on “precision”, i.e. fraction of correct answers among the retrieved
answers, which is widely used in Natural Language Processing to evaluate the performance of
classification tasks (Chengxiang and Lafferty, 2001; Ponte and Croft, 1998). The provision matching
algorithm precision increased significantly from 3-gram (34%) to 5-gram (92%), and decreased for 7gram (87%). Therefore, I used 5-gram matching for ICT sections in my analysis. The results of the
provision matching algorithm help us to identify the number of times an ICT provision was attached to a
bill before it finally passed, and hence the time taken for it to pass (from the initial occurrence of the
provision).
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Figure 5.4: The Flow Chart of N-gram Based Provision Matching Algorithm
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5.4.3. Identifying Dominant Topics of Bills Associated with ICT Provisions
The Congressional Bills Project developed a classification system for identifying central themes
of congressional bills 12. I did not utilize the classification system as-is since that project relied on bill
titles at the time of the bills’ first introduction in Congress. However, relying on bill titles can be
misleading, as bills can have catchy marketable titles; moreover, the text of a bill may change
significantly across different versions through legislative sessions. Therefore, the analysis of the full
textual content of the bills is necessary to correctly identify the overall main topics the bills (Shi et al
2015).
I utilized Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to identify the central theme/topic of each bill in its
entirety (Steyvers and Griffith 2007). I followed the same naming convention that was used in the
Congressional Bills Project and used the same mutually exclusive topic coding system. 69% of the ICT
bills in my dataset fall within 5 categories. The topics identified by analyzing my corpus of 9,525 bills
containing ICT provisions (identified in section 5.4.1), and associated top 5 words for each topic, are
presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: List of Topics and Associated Top Five Words, identified by LSA Approach
Technology

Transportation

Health

1. science
2. earth
3. program
4. research
5. technology

1. airport
2. highway
3. traffic
4. transportation
extension act
5. route

1. healthcare
2. medicare
3. coverage
4. social
security
act
5.hospital

Education

Defense

Others

1.school
1. military
1.energy
2.student
construction
2.fuel
3.local
authorization act
3. taxable
educational
2. armed force
year
agency
3.land conveyance
4.violence
4.teacher
4. major defense
5.
5. state
acquisition
immigration
educational
program
agency
5.end strength
Note: I categorized all topics other than technology, transportation, health, education, and defense as
“others”. Keywords are based on Congressional Bills Project.

12

http://www.congressionalbills.org/codebooks.html
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5.4.4. Categorizing ICT Provisions into Meaningful Groups
Whereas the bills are classified into 5 major topics, I further categorize the ICT provisions into
meaningful groups such that ICT provision-legislation pairings can be analyzed for their likelihood of
success. Based on the ICT keywords present in the provisions, I categorized ICT provisions into three
groups: i) cross-border data flow restrictions, ii) ICT infrastructure, and iii) digital rights management.
The definitions for the first two groups followed closely the definitions and keywords from Baller et al
(2016), and the third category followed Rosenblatt et al (2001) (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.4: ICT Provision Categories and Associated Key Words
Cross-Border Data Flow
Digital Rights
ICT Infrastructure##
Restrictions##
Management^^
data storage, information
digital infrastructure, digital technology,
digital rights, software
storage, data protection,
software, computer, hardware, middleware,
piracy, intellectual
database, data security,
mobile network, internet, bandwidth, internet
property rights,
information security, data
server, operating system, server storage, cloud encryption,
governance, cyber threat,
service, data storage, information storage,
decryption,
cyber security, cyber-attack, digital media, digital communication,
cryptography,
cybercrime, data flow,
information technology, information system,
cryptology,
internet bandwidth, internet
communication technology, communication
watermark, digital
traffic, data collection, data
system, telecommunication, telecommute,
signature
privacy
broadband
Note: ## Keywords based on The Global Information Technology Report 2016. ^^Keywords based on
Rosenblatt et al (2001)
The summary statistics from the text analytics methodology provides five derived variables,
presented in Table 5.5.
5.5. Identifying Influential Factors of ICT Legislation Success
In this section, I model important factors associated with successful passage of ICT legislation,
using hierarchical regression modeling. The model includes the textual variables derived from my text
mining analysis (section 5.4.1 to 5.4.4) – the dominant topic of each bill associated with ICT, and the ICT
provision category. My models also include the metadata variables for each bill (collected from
Congressional Bills Project 13). I present the results in two steps, first tracing the lifecycle of an ICT

13

http://www.congressionalbills.org/
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provision (section 5.5.2) through different bills, and then focusing on the factors affecting the successful
passage of ICT legislation.
My dataset spans 1993-2014 and includes 9525 bills related to ICT provisions (refer section 4.1).
Dropping those observations for which all metadata variables are not available, my dataset reduces to
9512 for the analysis. The summary statistics of the text variables derived from the analysis of textual part
of the bills and the metadata variables are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. The abbreviated
form for each variable name used in my models is in parenthesis.
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Table 5.5: Summary Statistics of Variables derived from Text Mining Methodology (denoted by 𝑿𝑻 in my models)

Continuous
Categorical

Explanatory Variables

Category

Variable Names

Description of the Variables

Mean

Std Dev

Min

Word Count (Size)

Total number of words in a bill

33,620

79,269

313

1,216,595

3.599

17.355

0

768

0.384

6.172

0

358

11.953

29.710

0

871

ICT Provision- Cross-Border
Data Flow Restrictions
(ICTProv-DataFlowRes)

Frequency of ICT keywords present in a bill for
the category “Cross-Border Data Flow
Restrictions”, identified in Table 5
Frequency of ICT keywords present in a bill for
ICT Provision - Digital Rights
the category “Digital Rights”, identified in
Management (ICTProv-DRM)
Table 5
ICT Provision –ICT
Frequency of ICT keywords present in a bill for
Infrastructure (ICTProvthe category “ICT Infrastructure”, identified in
ICTInfra)
Table 5

Topic of the Bills (Topic)

Overall topic of the entire bill
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Max

= 1, if the topic is Technology
= 2, if the topic is Transport
= 3, if the topic is Health
= 4, if the topic is Education
= 5, if the topic is Defense
= 6, otherwise
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Table 5.6: Summary Statistics of Metadata Variables (denoted by 𝑿𝑴 in my models)

Categorical

Target

Type of
Variables

Variable Names

Become Law (Law)

Multiple Referrals
(MultiRef)

Categorical

Explanatory Variables

Chair of committee (or
subcommittee)
(ChairCom and
ChairSubCom)
Ranking member of
committee (or
subcommittee)
(RankCom and
RankSubCom)
Gender (Gen)
Majority Party Member
(MemMajority)
Referred Committee
Member (MemRefCom)
House Majority
(HMajority)

Description of the Variables
A bill which is passed both in House of
Representatives and Senate and is signed by President,
becomes law ##
Multiple referrals is a process through which a bill
is referred to a second committee after the first is
finished acting on it ##
Chair of a committee (or subcommittee) is the member
of the majority party on a committee who acts as the
parliamentary head of the committee (or
subcommittee) ##
Ranking member is the most senior (though not
necessarily the longest-serving) member of the
minority party on a committee (or subcommittee) ##

Gender of the sponsor ##
Member of the political group in a legislative body
with the most voting members ##
Member of a committee to which the bill was referred
##
Democratic or Republican majority in House of
Representatives $$
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Categorical Variable Coding Scheme

= 1, if a bill becomes law
= 0, otherwise

= 1, if there is multiple referrals
= 0, otherwise

= 1, if the sponsor is chair of any
committee (or subcommittee)
= 0, otherwise

= 1, if the sponsor is ranking member of
any committee (or subcommittee)
= 0, otherwise
= 0, if gender is male
= 1, if gender is female
= 1, if the sponsor is a member of the
majority party
= 0, otherwise
= 1, if the sponsor is a
member of the committee to which the
bill was referred
= 0, otherwise
= 1, if House has Democratic majority
= 2, if House has Republican majority
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Senate Majority
(SMajority)

Democratic or Republican majority in Senate &&

Congress Dummy
(CongTimeDummy)

An indicator variable to denote each of 11
Congressional sessions in my dataset (derived)

Variable Names

Continuous

Number of
Cosponsors (Co-sponsor)

Description of the Variables
A "cosponsor" is a representative whose name is added
as a supporter of a bill. A bill can have any number of
co-sponsors. ##

First dimension DW
First dimension DW nominate score of the sponsor
nominate score
of a bill which measures his/her political ideology. ##
(DW1)
Note: Description Source of all variables: https://www.congress.gov/help/legislative-glossary
## Data Source: http://www.congressionalbills.org
$$ Data Source: http://history.house.gov
&& Data Source: https://www.senate.gov/history/partydiv.htm
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= 1, if Senate has Democratic majority
= 2, if Senate has Republican majority
= 1, if 103rd Congress (1993-1994)
= 2, if 104th Congress (1995-1996)
….
= 11, if 113th Congress (2013-2014)
Mean

Std Dev

Min

14.241

29.141

1

-0.009

0.461

-0.779

Max
378

1.293
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5.5.1. Hierarchical Regression Modeling
I developed three hierarchical regression models to identify the key determinants of ICT
legislation success. Model 1 includes only the metadata variables and possible important interaction
effects between them, along with an indicator variable for each Congressional term (2 year period) to
control for time effects, if any. Model 2 adds textual variables to Model 1, and Model 3 adds interaction
effects between the text variables introduced in Model 2. This modeling approach enables us to determine
the descriptive power of the derived textual variables in passing ICT legislation. The general form of the
models are:
𝑝
𝑝
𝑝
Model 1. 𝑌 = 𝛼0 + ∑𝑘=1 𝛼kM 𝑋kM + ∑𝑘=1 ∑𝑗=1[𝛿𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kM ∗ 𝑋jM )] + ∑10
𝑟=1 𝜉𝑟 + ε

Metadata variables

Interaction effects between metadata Congressional Dummy

𝑝
𝑝
𝑝
T T
Model 2. 𝑌 = 𝛽0 + ∑𝑘=1 𝛽kM 𝑋kM + ∑𝑘=1 ∑𝑗=1[𝛾𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kM ∗ 𝑋jM )] + ∑𝑙𝑚=1 𝛽m
𝑋m + ∑10
𝑟=1 𝜔𝑟 + η

Metadata variables

Interaction effects between metadata Text variables

Congressional Dummy
𝑝
𝑝
𝑝
T T
Model 3. Y = 𝜇0 + ∑𝑘=1 𝜎kM 𝑋kM + ∑𝑘=1 ∑𝑗=1[𝜏𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kM ∗ 𝑋jM )] + ∑𝑙𝑚=1 𝜗m
𝑋m +

Metadata variables Interaction effects between metadata Text variables
∑𝑙𝑘=1 ∑𝑙𝑖=1[𝜏𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kT ∗ 𝑋iT )] + ∑10
𝑟=1 𝜋𝑟 + θ
Interaction effects between text Congressional Dummy
Here, 𝑌 denotes whether a bill containing an ICT provision was signed into law. 𝑋kM is a vector of
T
metadata variables (Table 7) and 𝑋m
is a vector of textual variables (Table 6). The interaction effects
𝑝

𝑝

between metadata variables is denoted by ∑𝑘=1 ∑𝑗=1[𝛿𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kM ∗ 𝑋jM )], and the interaction effects
between text variables are denoted by ∑𝑙𝑘=1 ∑𝑙𝑖=1[𝜏𝑘𝑗 (𝑋kT ∗ 𝑋iT )]. The best model was identified in all
cases based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) measure (Akaike, 1974). The fit of all the models
were decided by log likelihood estimations and the statistical significance of relative quality of the models
was determined by log likelihood ratio test (Casella, 2001).
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5.5.2. Analysis of ICT Provision Lifecycle
My text mining based provision matching algorithm demonstrates that ICT provisions require significant
time and iterations through different bills to finally become law (many provisions are unsuccessful). I
present the lifecycle statistics of ICT provisions, including the “number of days” and “number of
attempts”, in Table 5.7. The number of attempts denotes the number of bills an ICT provision is attached
to, potentially across different legislative sessions, to become law. I find that, on average, an ICT
provision requires 6 iterations through different bills for a period of 384 days (more than 1 year) before
becoming successful. These results signal that passage of ICT provisions needs to be planned better.
Table 5.7: Summary Statistics of the Lifecycle of ICT Provisions
Number
of Days to
Pass
Number of
Attempts
to Pass

Mean

Std Dev

Max

Min

Mode

Range

383.71

295.23

915

1

42

914

6

4.72

23

1

2

22

Figure 5.5 illustrates my provision matching algorithm output for a small subset of data, showing
the movement of ICT provisions from their introduction till final passage through one or more legislative
sessions. The horizontal axis denotes the dates where an ICT provision attached to a bill is voted on, and
the vertical axis denotes the number of days between those votes. For each of the provisions in the figure,
the first date of the path is the date of introduction of the bill, and the last date is the date of final passage.
The intermediate dates show how an ICT provision is attached to different bills over time till it becomes
successful. For example, ICT provision 2 was first introduced on March 10, 2005, then attached to 9
different bills before finally passing on August 3, 2007. Figure 5.5 also depicts the dominant topics of the
bills that contained the ICT provision. Note that an ICT provision is not necessarily attached to an ICT or
technology bill over the course of the legislative process. As a result, the dominant subject matter of the
introductory and the final bill associated with an ICT provision may be very different. As illustrated,
provision 1 was first introduced in a technology bill and ultimately passed in a bill dealing with
transportation issues. Provision 2 first appeared in a technology bill, however, it finally passed as part of a
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defense bill (after being attached to various bills of different subjects in between). Provision 3 started in a
transport bill and ended in a defense bill. On the other hand, provision 4 was both introduced and passed
in a health bill. My data also indicates that an ICT provision may extend beyond a Congressional session
(two year period). For example, provision 2 and 3 take more than 2 years (876 days and 843 days
respectively) to finally pass. Overall, this illustrative example demonstrates the necessity of analyzing the
influencing factors of ICT legislative success.
5.5.3. Identification of Key Determinants of the ICT Legislative Success
Table 5.8 presents the results of my hierarchical regression models (section 5.5.1). I report odds
ratios along with the estimated coefficients for each model. During model estimation, Y=1 for 6.4% of the
dataset, meaning that I have much fewer bills that passed than those that did not. So, I use a bootstrapping
approach to determine the robust coefficients in Model 3, using 1000 replications. Bootstrapping is
widely used technique to determine unbiased estimators with repeated sampling of the data with
replacement (Erfon, 1992).
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Figure 5.5: Tracking ICT Provisions from Unsuccessful to Successful Legislation
Overall, I find that the textual variables from my text mining analysis are significantly correlated
with ICT legislation success. Log likelihood increases from models 1 to 3 (-1944.657 < -1833.9139 < 1809.072) (Jognston and DiNardo, 1972; Fox, 1997) and AIC decreases from models 1 to 3 (3939.315 >
3735.828 > 3716.145) (Akaike, 1974), indicating a better fit of model 3 over models 2 and 1, and model 2
over model 1. The Log-likelihood ratio tests between models 1 and 2, and models 2 and 3, show that
observed differences between them are statistically significant. In both cases, the associated p-value is
less than 0.001, indicating that model 2 with text variables fits significantly better than the baseline model
(model 1) that contains only metadata variables. The model fit further improves in model 3, when
interaction effects of text variables are included. My results show that textual variables have significant
importance in explaining the legislative success pertaining to ICT provisions.
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Focusing on the main effects of metadata variables, the results of all three models show that
political polarity of the sponsor of a bill (DW1) has significant influence in the passage of an ICT
legislation. Further, bills that do not have multiple referrals (MultiRef) to a second committee have a
lower chance of passing. My results from all three models also find that if the sponsor of a bill is chair of
a Congressional committee (ChairCom) or subcommittee (ChairSubCom), or member of the committee to
which the bill was referred (MemRefCom), then the bill has a greater chance of success. Sponsor’s
affiliation to the majority party (MemMajority) is found to have a significant positive impact on the
potential passage of legislation containing ICT provisions, in line with previous research (Moore and
Thomas, 1991; Cox and Terry, 2008). On the other hand, ranking member status of a committee
(RankCom) or subcommittee (ChairSubCom) do not appear to have a significant effect on a bill’s
success. Male legislators have a greater probability of success than their female counterpart, which
contrasts with Bratton and Kerry (1999) who found women are as successful as male legislators. My
results also show that Democratic majority in the House has a negative influence on ICT legislation
passage; however, Democratic majority in the Senate has a positive impact.
The interaction effects between metadata variables show a significant negative effect between
Democratic majority in House and the sponsor’s political polarity (Hmajority * DW1), indicating that a
conservative sponsor, when introducing a bill during Democratic majority in House, has a lesser chance
to succeed compared to a Republican majority in House. On the other hand, majority status in the Senate,
together with sponsor’s political polarity, does not appear to have an effect on ICT legislative success.
Perhaps, the non-significance of polarity is due to unique senate rules and requirement of 60 votes for
most legislations.
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Table 5.8: Logistic Regression Analysis Results

Variables

Level

Model 1 (Baseline model –
only metadata of the bills)
Coeff. (Std.
Err.)

Intercept
Co-sponsor

Metadata Variables

DW1

MultiRef

0 vs 1

ChairCom
RankCom

0 vs 1
0 vs 1

Gender

0 vs 1

Odds
Ratio

-0.089(0.959)

0.915

0.106(0.035)**

1.112

0.423(0.130)**

1.527

-0.626(0.093)***

0.535

Coeff. (Std. Err.)
-0.590(0.953)
0.115(0.036)**
0.439(0.134)**

Odds
Ratio
0.555
1.122
1.551
0.562

-0.577(0.098)***
-0.644(0.097)***

0.525

0.338(0.361)

1.403

0.442(0.168)**

1.556

-1.222(0.295)***

0.295

MemMajority

0 vs 1

MemRefCom
ChairSubCom
RankSubCom

-1.002(0.126)***
0 vs 1
0 vs 1 -0.255(0.112)**
0 vs 1 -0.296(0.286)

Hmajority

1 vs 2

Smajority

1 vs 2

-0.232(0.105)**
0.440(0.365)
0.367(0.171)**

0.793
1.553
1.443
0.335

-1.095(0.293)***
0.367
0.775
0.744

-2.372(0.958)**

0.093

0.925(0.439)**

2.521

-0.637(0.222)**
0.529
Hmajority * DW1

Model 2 (Text variables
added to Model 1)

1 vs 2
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0.477
-0.741(0.13)***
-0.208(0.117)*
-0.21(0.285)
-2.596(0.945)**
0.932(0.446)**
-0.666(0.226)**

0.812
0.810
0.075
2.541
0.514

Model 3. (Final Model –
interaction effect
between text variables
added)
Coeff. (Std.
Odds
Err.)
Ratio
-0.502(0.960)
0.127(0.036)**
0.47(0.135)***
0.623(0.099)**
*
0.252(0.106)**
0.460(0.367)
0.355(0.172)**
1.082(0.295)**
*
0.720(0.131)**
*
-0.228(0.119)*
-0.262(0.288)
2.626(0.952)**
0.986(0.451)**
0.631(0.227)**

0.605
1.135
1.599
0.536
0.777
1.584
1.426
0.339

0.487
0.796
0.769
0.072
2.680
0.532
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-0.013(0.150)

-0.034(0.154)

0.967

0.987

Congressional Dummy

Smajority * DW1
CongDummy (104th Congress:
1995-96)

CongDummy (105th Congress
(1997-98)
CongDummy (106th Congress
(1999-00)
CongDummy (107th Congress
(2001-02)
CongDummy (108th Congress
(2003-04)
CongDummy (109th Congress
(2005-06)
CongDummy (110th Congress
(2007-08)
CongDummy (111th Congress
(2009-10)
CongDummy (112th Congress
(2011-12)
CongDummy (113th Congress
(2013-14)

0.920

-1.650(0.831)**

0.192

1.673(0.838)**

0.188

-1.482(0.827)*

0.0.227

-1.474(0.834)*

0.229

0.192

-1.739(0.828)**

0.176

-2.516(0.923)**

0.081

-2.647(0.909)**

0.071

-1.888(0.85)**

0.151

-2.151(0.832)**

0.116

-1.743(0.849)**

0.175

-1.97(0.832)**

0.139

-0.536(0.221)**

0.585

-0.427(0.227)**

0.652

1.743(0.835)**
2.675(0.918)**
2.149(0.839)**
1.971(0.838)**
0.457(0.231)**

-0.448(0.216)**

0.639

-0.414(0.224)**

0.661

-3.167(0.953)***

0.042

-3.416(0.94)***

0.033

-3.268(0.953)***

0.038

-3.416(0.94)***

0.033

0.452(0.060)***

1.571

-0.145(0.182)

0.865

0.537(0.177)**

1.712

-0.814(0.175)***

0.443

-1.341(0.847)

0.262

-1.295(0.844)

0.0.274

-1.649(0.846)**

2 vs 1

3 vs 1
4 vs 1
5 vs 1
6 vs 1
7 vs 1
8 vs 1
9 vs 1

10 vs 1

11 vs 1

Size
Topic-Technology

1 vs 6

Topic-Transportation

2 vs 6

Topic-Health

3 vs 6

Text Analytics
Variables

-0.083(0.155)

1 vs 2
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-0.408(0.227)*
3.438(0.949)**
*
3.477(0.949)**
*
0.423(0.061)**
*
0.143(0.206)
0.644(0.178)**
*
0.857(0.195)**
*

0.175
0.069
0.117
0.139
0.633
0.665
0.032

0.031
1.527
1.154
1.904

0.425
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ICTProv-DataFlowRes

-0.706(0.27)**
0.485(0.147)**
0.053(0.044)

0.494
1.624
1.055

-0.867(0.33)**
0.216(0.193)
0.032(0.057)

0.42
1.241
1.033

ICTProv-DRM

-0.04(0.036)

0.961

-0.087(0.049) *

0.916

0.166(0.050)**

1.180

Topic-Education
Topic-Defense

ICTProv-ICTInfra
Topic-Technology * ICTProvDataFlowRes
Topic-Transportation *
ICTProv-DataFlowRes
Topic-Health * ICTProvDataFlowRes
Topic-Education * ICTProvDataFlowRes
Topic-Defense * ICTProvDataFlowRes
Topic-Technology * ICTProvDRM
Topic-Transportation *
ICTProv-DRM
Topic-Health * ICTProv-DRM
Topic-Education * ICTProvDRM
Topic-Defense * ICTProvDRM
Topic-Technology * ICTProvICTInfra
Topic-Transportation *
ICTProv-ICTInfra
Topic-Health * ICTProvICTInfra
Topic-Education * ICTProvICTInfra

4 vs 6
5 vs 6

1 vs 6
2 vs 6

0.213(0.06)***
0.181(0.135)

1.198

0.436(0.208)**

0.647

3 vs 6

0.316(0.151)**

4 vs 6

0.722(0.295)**

5 vs 6
1 vs 6
2 vs 6
3 vs 6

5 vs 6
1 vs 6
2 vs 6
3 vs 6
4 vs 6

84

1.372
2.060

-0.199(0.122)

0.820

-0.007(0.102)

0.994

0.540(0.289)*

1.716

0.529(0.208)**

4 vs 6

1.237

1.697

-0.165(0.436)

0.848

0.252(0.135)*

1.286

0.351(0.148)**

0.704

-0.065(0.206)

0.937

-0.357(0.187)*

0.700

-0.263(0.255)

0.769
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Topic-Defense * ICTProvICTInfra
Log likelihood
AIC
*p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01

5 vs 6

Likelihood - ratio Test - Model 1 vs
Model 2

-1944.657
3939.315
n = 9512

-1833.9139
3735.828
n = 9512

0.430(0.173)**
-1809.072
3716.145
n = 9512

1.538

LR chi2(9)
= 221.49
Prob > chi2 = 0.000

Likelihood - ratio Test - Model 2 vs
Model 3

LR chi2(9)
= 49.68
Prob > chi2 = 0.000

Note: I take log of the following variables to include in my analysis to linearize the relationships: size, ICTProv-DataFlowRes,, ICTProv-DRM,
and ICTProv-ICTInfra
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The interesting main effects of the text variables included in models 2 and 3 show that size of an
ICT related bill (in terms of number of words) 14increases its chances of passing. This may mean that ICT
provisions should be attached to larger bills, such as omnibus authorization bills. Analyzing dominant
topic of bills show that bills on transportation have a greater probability of passing, and bills on health
and education related issues have a lower chance of passing than other types of bills (including tax,
immigration, energy, real estate, govt. affairs related bills). Defense related bills show a higher chance of
passing in model 2 only, while the effect disappears in model 3. Focusing on categories of ICT
provisions, ICT infrastructure issues (ICTProv-ICTInfra) have a significant positive impact on the
potential passage of ICT legislation in both models 2 and 3. Provisions on digital rights management
(ICTProvision-DRM) show a slight negative impact in model 3.
The interaction effects between the text variables in model 3 have further important takeaways to
enable us to identify the correct ICT provision-bill pairs that have a higher probability of success. I find
that ICT provisions that contain clauses on cross data flow restrictions, when combined with a
transportation bill, have a lower chance of passing; whereas, when included as part of a health or an
education bill, they have an increased probability of success. ICT provisions on digital rights management
(ICTProvision-DRM) have a higher probability to become successful when attached to transportation,
healthcare or defense bill. ICT infrastructure provisions are negatively associated with a technology or
healthcare bill; however, is positively associated with a defense bill. It is important to note that the
probability of success of ICT legislation decreases considerably over Congressional terms (CongDummy)
when compared to 103rd Congress (1993-94) in all my models.
5.6. Predictive Models for ICT Legislative Success
Given that congressional bills have a very low rate of success, a predictive model of legislative
success can be highly useful to stakeholders. I build a predictive model using the metadata variables and

14

I calculated number of lines and number of characters for each bill along with number of words. Due to
multicollinearity of the three variables, I exclude number of lines and characters from my analysis (these two have
higher variance inflation factor (VIF) >10)
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derived text variables identified above. One of my other objectives is to further investigate whether the
derived text variables have additional predictive power over and above the metadata variables.
My predictive models include five frequently used supervised learning methods: logistic
regression, decision trees, rule induction method, neural network, and gradient boosting. My corpus of
ICT bills consists of 9,512 bills, out of which only 615 bills were signed into law (target variable Law=1
vs Law = 0, refer Table 5.5). Given the low rate of success (6.4%), I build an oversampled dataset. I
included all 615 passed bills (1’s), while unsuccessful bills were chosen randomly from the corpus to
form a 30%-70% sample. The sample dataset was further divided into 70% training and 30% validation
data. I compare the performance of the 5 models based on misclassification rates calculated on the same
validation sample. The predictive power of each model is defined as “1 – misclassification rate” (1996).
Results for the validation sets for all predictive models are reported in Table 5.9, which shows that
gradient boosting has the lowest misclassification rate (21.6%) among all five models. Therefore, I
consider gradient boosting as the best model for my predictive analysis.
Table 5.9: Performance Comparison of 5 Predictive Models
Predictive Model
Misclassification
Rates
Gradient Boosting
0.216
Neural Network
0.221
Decision Tree
0.224
Rule Induction
0.231
Logistic Regression
0.244
To compare the predictive power of text variables, I develop two gradient boosting models: one
including only metadata variables, and one including metadata and text variables. The misclassification
rate is 30.08% for metadata only model. As such, I conclude that textual variables have significant
predictive power.
I also report importance of the variables included in the gradient boosting model (both text and
metadata included) to quantify the effects of textual predictors on the passage of ICT legislation. Table
5.10 lists the variables in decreasing order of importance for both training and validation datasets. The
appearance of four text variables in the top 10 indicates the importance of textual content in predicting the
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success of ICT related legislations. I find that the size of the bills (word count) is the most important
variable in predicting ICT legislation success in the training set, and the second most important variable
in the validation set, followed by Topic, and ICTProv-ICTInfra (ICT infrastructure provision) that are at
the 7th and 8th places respectively in the training and validation sets. Among the other two ICT provision
variables, the cross-border data flow restriction, denoted by ICTProv-DataFlowRes is in the 10th position
in training and 9th position in validation set. The third provision ICTProv-DRM (digital rights
management provision) does not appear to have any effect in predicting success of ICT legislation
success. Hence, similar to the hierarchical regression model results, the predictive model results also
demonstrate that textual variables are important along with metadata variables in improving the predictive
accuracy.
I perform a 10-fold cross-validation to confirm that gradient boosting model that contains text and
metadata variables performs better than the metadata only model. The misclassification rates for the
validation sets in each iteration are presented in Table 5.11, where I notice the dominance of the
(metadata + text) model in all 10 iterations. I also find that misclassification rates are consistent through
all 10 iterations for both models. Thus, I conclude that the gradient boosting based predictive model is a
robust approach to predicting ICT legislation success.
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Table 5.10: Importance of the Variables to Predict ICT Legislative Success included in Gradient
Boosting Model
Variable Name
Validation
Importance
Training
Importance in
(Bold indicates
Ranks
in Validation
Ranks
Training Set
textual topic)
Set
2
Size
1
1
0.855
1
MemMajority
2
0.632
1
5
ChairCom
3
0.434
0.526
6
DW1
4
0.412
0.449
3
MultiRef
5
0.353
0.668
4
MemRef
6
0.331
0.581
7
Topic
7
0.326
0.411
8
ICTProv-ICTInfra
8
0.312
0.227
11
Co-sponsor
9
0.201
0.063
ICTProv9
10
DataFlowRes
0.131
0.135
12
ChairSubCom
11
0.123
0
10
SMajority
12
0.109
0.114
13
HMajority
13
0
0
14
ICTProv-DRM
14
0
0
15
Gender
15
0
0
16
RankSubCom
16
0
0
17
RankCom
17
0
0
Table 5.11: 10-fold Cross-Validation Results for Gradient Boosting Predictive Model
Gradient Boosting Model
Misclassification Rates
Metadata + Text
.216 .218 .218 .222 .218 .234 .226 .218 .220 .222
Metadata
.30 .30 .312 .323 .309 .297 .317 .302 .342 .301

5.7. Discussion and Conclusion
My primary research focus here was on providing data-driven insights to help understand the
overall legislative process of ICT provisions in congressional bills. I consider provision level information
along with metadata of the entire bills in my study. My research methodology includes outlining a novel
text mining methodology (called provision matching algorithm) to identify ICT provisions in a bill, and
trace their subsequent movements from one bill to another during the course of the legislative process.
Using textual analysis of the entire bill, and each ICT provision, I categorized each bill and ICT provision
into a dominant topic. I then developed explanatory and predictive models to provide insights on
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legislative success as it pertains to ICT. My provision matching algorithm finds that ICT provisions on
average take six attempts and more than one year to become part of a successful bill.
My models indicate limited main effects of ICT provision topics on legislative success. Among
the three main ICT topics – Infrastructure, DRM and dataflow restrictions – only infrastructure has a
strong positive main effect. The focus on infrastructure is indicative of policy makers’ interests in creating
a conducive environment for the growth of the internet, communications and electronic commerce.
However, legislative process has tended to address dataflow restrictions and DRM in context of other
sectoral priorities. While this sector-oriented approach perhaps is beneficial in creating optimally
contextualized ICT policy and regulations, it also has the effect of creating a complex body of regulations
addressing dataflow restrictions and DRM.
My descriptive analysis provides legislative strategists with a direction on ICT provision-bill
pairing to better plan the passage of legislations. The study identifies that provisions dealing with data
protection or privacy issues are negatively associated with a transportation bill, and positively associated
with a healthcare or education bill. My study also finds that provisions on digital rights management of
the online contents combined with a transportation, healthcare or education bill have a higher chance of
passing. On the other hand, provisions on ICT infrastructure have a difficult path when attached to a
healthcare bill. However, ICT infrastructure provisions have higher probability of success when combined
with a defense bill. In a worrying sign, I find that the probability of success of ICT legislation has
decreased considerably over successive congressional terms. Higher level of contention in legislative
process can hamper the ability of the US economy and society to remain at the forefront of the ICT
revolution.
Finally, gradient boosting model appeared to be the best predictive model in my case. Variables
from text mining, both at provision and entire bill level, are shown to have significant importance over the
normal metadata of the bills in both of my descriptive and predictive models.
Overall, the present research, to the best of my knowledge, is the first to take an in-depth view on
the Congressional legislative process pertaining to ICT provisions. This is also a first attempt to show the
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importance of considering provisions of a bill to improve the potential passage of associated legislation.
My methodological contribution lies in developing the n-gram based provision matching algorithm which
presents a novel section similarity measure for legislative text data. The algorithm can be extended to
other domains as well. Another major contribution of my study is to show the importance of textual
information of the bills on improving the time and effort on the passage of ICT legislations. The insights
from my current research have significant implications for decision makers and participants in various
industry, special interest groups, and social organizations that are interested in successfully shepherding
ICT related legislations and implement digital initiatives in different sectors of the society.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Research
This dissertation addresses a series of issues related to investment in broadband infrastructure
decisions at local level and the passage of high-speed broadband enabled ICT issues’ legislation at the
national level. Chapter 2 of this dissertation pays particular attention in combining data from different
non-related geographic granularity to one aggregated level. The methodology described in this chapter
provides a blueprint and a detailed approach to future researchers to prepare data to conduct research in
this area. In chapter 3, I develop data-driven predictive models to analyze and quantify the impact of
increased internet bandwidth on different economic factors of individual towns. The insights from the
predictive analysis help local governments to understand the net added value of their bandwidth
expansion decision, before committing to the huge and long-term expenses to implement the decision.
The indexing and ranking methodology described in chapter 3 enables governing and planning authorities
to identify promising towns to plan broadband infrastructure in stages, focusing first on locations that
benefit greatly, rather than attempting a full-on roll-out.
Chapter 4 investigates the causality between broadband expansion and economic growth – that is,
whether broadband speed can be shown to cause economic changes of towns given their existing
economic and demographic conditions. My models can be directly used by towns or re-estimated using
their own datasets to assess their benefits from FTTH/broadband speed increase. The results from this
chapter demonstrate that increase in broadband speed leads to local economic development in terms of
household income increase and real estate expansion.
In chapter 5, I shift my focus on understanding the legislative process pertaining to ICT related
initiatives, an issue that is of great importance to policymakers to regulate the market to carry out several
decisions in every sector of the society. My primary focus is on ICT legislations that address high-speed
broadband enabled data sharing, protection and infrastructure related issues. I investigate the key
determinants that have an impact on these types of ICT legislation success and provide significant
insights on the legislative process overall. Further, the predictive modeling approach described in this
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chapter is shown to have significant prediction power to improve the process. Understanding and
predicting the success or failure of a proposed ICT legislation assume great significance among
businesses, special interest groups, social organizations, and society as a whole.
Overall, this dissertation investigates both economic impacts and legislative direction of
technology implementation decisions on society. Though I have addressed several issues related to this
decision making in the current dissertation, there are still some interesting areas which can be studied
further and I am working on those areas as part of extending the current dissertation research. For
example, bills are getting bigger day by day, commonly known as “omnibus” bills. The literature requires
a rigorous analysis investigating the right candidates to be included as part of these omnibus bills, an
issue that can greatly affect the passage of appropriate ICT laws. I also want to analyze whether omnibus
bills are getting diverse with time - in terms of size, topics, and other measures. These important insights
from future studies will help significantly in advancing our knowledge of the complex law-making
process, especially in the ICT arena.
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